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Meeting of United Nations - Bank/IDA Liaison Committee
held on December 8, 1966 at the United Nations, New York

Attendance

From the U.N.

Department of Economic and Social Affairs

Messrs. Philippe de Seynes, Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs

I.H. Abdel-Rahman, Executive Director
United Nations Industrial
Development Organization

W.R. Leonard, Deputy Commissioner for
Technical Assistance and
Director of BTAO

Arthur Goldschmidt, Director for Special
Fund Operations

Joseph Barnea, Deputy Director, Resources
and Transport Division

Gustave Feissel, Office of the Under-Secretary
for Economic and Social Affairs

John Guiness Special Assistant to the

Deputy Under-Secretary for
Economic Social Affairs

U.N. Development Programme (UNDP)

Messrs. David Owen Co-Administrator
Roberto He Associate Administrator
K. William Taylor

From the Bank

Messrs. Richard H. Demuth Director, Development Services
Department

Federico Consolo Special Representative for
United Nations Organizations

Lewis Perinbam U.N. Liaison Officer
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I. Review of Recent Developments and Operational
Activities in the United Nations

1. African Development Bank

Mr. Goldschmidt reported that recruitment efforts were in progress
for the various posts in the proposed Pre-Investment Unit of the African
Development Bank and that a "Plan of Operations" is under preparation.
The ADB also hopes to find a formula for cooperation with the appropriate
international agencies.

2. Senegal Ri.ver

Mr. Goldschmidt reported that an agreement had been signed for the
first part of the project but that difficulties had arisen in the "upper
reaches" sector. The project involves Guinea, Mali and Senegal but the
Guineans feel that it is their project. The main problem is one of sound
management. Mr. Goldschmidt thought that there was need for another
meeting of the Working Group and for the Group to be more institutional-
ized.

Mr. Demuth suggested that regular meetings of the Working Group
were desirable to ensure effective supervision of the studies;
Mr. Goldschmidt agreed with this view.

3. Mekong River Project

Mr. Goldschmidt reported on Cambodiats desire for a project and
stressed the need to locate investment for the Prek Thnot Project. The
problem was to get the donors together. He added that the Mekong
Committee is presently in abeyance.

h. Karnali Project (Nepal-India)

Referring to the proposed $200 million power project in Nepal on
which a feasibility report will be completed in January 1967,
Mr. Goldschmidt felt the need for consultations with the Bank. In
reply to a question from Mr. de Seynes, Mr. Barnea stated that the UN
had not been asked by India or Nepal to implement the project report.
Mr. Goldschmidt added that India had, however, supported the original
request to the UNDP to undertake the study and that there was now a
need to bring the governments concerned together.

Mr. Demuth considered that $200 mlion represented a substantial
investment which could not possibly be justified unless there were a
firm power contract between India and Nepal. He felt that major policy
questions were involved for the governments of the two countries and
that, simply because the study was undertaken by the UN with financing
by the UNDP, it was not appropriate to press the Indian Government to
take action to make the project feasible unless it fell within that
Governmentta order or priorities. He agreed that the Bank could try
to ascertain, through the Indian Planning Commission, where this
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project stood in Indiars priorities. Mr. Owen stated that he would ask
the U.N. Resident Representatives in India and Nepal to ascertain what
further steps, if any, those governments contemplated.

5. Mono River (Togo-Dahomey.)

Mr. Goldschmidt suggested a meeting of the UNDP, FAO and the Bank
to review the report of the Mono River Power Project before the UNDP
Governing Council meets in January 1967. He stated that the Bank
mission in Abidjan had shown an interest in the project and that the
Bank would be kept informed of developments.

Mr. Barnea thought that the project may not be economically
feasible. Mr. Demth considered that, if the project was not feasible,
there was no need for a meeting.

6. Madagascar Railway Project

A report of this project will be available early in 1967.

7. Mineral Development

Mr. Barnea reported that mineral findings have resulted from
Special Fund projects in Chile, Argentina, Bolivia and Sabah (Malaysia),
and stated that bids had already been made for prospecting rights by some
50 private groups from several countries. He enquired whether IFC
might send a staff member to the UN for consultations and to examine
investment possibilities in the field.

Mr. Demuth replied that IFC is interested in countries hospitable
to private investment. It does not, however, normally play a promotional
role but operates on the basis of requests from private companies for
specific projects. In the case of mineral exploitation, the private
companies are usually well aware of good opportunities and there is
generally little need for promotional activity anyway. Nevertheless,
he would be glad to inform IFC of the existence of these studies and of
the invitation extended for an IFC staff member to visit the UN for
consultations on these studies.

8. Dalmatian Coast Tourism Project (Yugoslavia)

Mr. Goldschmidt inquired whether IFC might be interested in
tourist improvement projects in Yugoslavia, since a UN mission would
be going there shortly. Mr. Demuth replied that IFC has, for the
first time, ma-de an investment in the tourist field, viz., to develop
and expand the tourist industry in Kenya. He added that he would be

pleased to arrange for the UN team to meet members of the recent Bank
mission to Yugoslavia.*

* Yugoslavia is not a member of IFC



9. Algeria Gas Project

Mr. Goldschmidt reported that a contract had been signed with Japan
to study this project for the production and export of gas and thought
that it might lead to IFC financing. Mr. Demuth referred to the Bank
mission to Algeria and suggested consultations between the UN and Bank
people concerned; he added that he would inform Mr. Benjenk of the
Africa Department about this project.

10. Asian Institute for Economic Development and Planning

Mr. Goldschmidt wondered whether the Asian Institute might be able
to obtain information about nominees for the Bank's EDI courses who were
not accepted, with a view to considering them for training courses at the
Asian Institute. Mr. Demuth replied that he would bring this inquiry to
the attention of Mr. Adler.

11. United Nations Development Programme

Referring to the need for investment follow-up of pre-investment
activities, Mr. Heurtematte reported that he had been assigned to focus
his attention in this field. He stressed the importance of, and the
need for, close consultation and cooperation between the Bank and the
UNDP. In this connection, the presence of the UNDP at Consultative
Group meetings was of great value.

Mr. Demuth stated that some Consultative Groups were interested in
priorities and gaps in the pre-investment field and that the Bank
economic missions were also asked to find out the major technical
assistance gaps in countries under study.

12. United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

Mr. de Seynes stated that, following the formal establishment of
UNIDO by the General Assembly, Mr. I.H. Abdel-Rahman had been apointed
its Executive Director.

Mr. Abdel-Rahman reported on the following:

i) Special Industrial Services

Close working relations have been established with the UNDP.
Commitments already made amount to $0.5 million and projects worth
$0.5 million are in the pipeline. The main purpose of this Service is
(a) to examine inefficient and backward manufacturing industries with
a view to improving their performance, and (b) to bridge the gap bet-
ween pre-investment and investment, especially in the manufacturing
industries.

Mr. Abdel-Rahman noted that cooperation with the Bank at the
working level in respect of missions to Liberia, Nigeria, Ghana, Central
America and Korea, and in other ways, have been very profitable. He
considered that there was no need for a formal relationship at this time.
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ii) Survey and Study Missions

Mr. Abdel-Rahman stated that UNID0tS function is to keep industrial

situations under review in each country and to be informed on the country's

industrial performance and growth. He added that UNIDO may be able to

second staff for missions or to advise on the recrlitment of staff for

industrial sectors or to provide briefing.

Mr. Demuth stated that he would look into the question of making

available to UNIDO advance notice of Bank missions. He added that he

would be glad to know of the availability of qualified people for Bank

missions and welcomed this kind of cooperation.

iii) Expert Groups

Special studies being undertaken by UNIDO are increasing and Bank

cooperation would be welcomed. Groups have already been established on

fertilizer production, natural gas and the repair and maintenance of

industrial equipment in developing countries. Mr. Abdel-Rahman expressed

appreciation for IFCts participation in the current AD Hoc Working Group
on Fertilizer Production. Studies are also being undertaken on an

advisory service on the cost and servicing of second-hand equipment given

to the developing countries; a report will be submitted to the h3rd

Session of ECOSOC on the feasibility of such a service.

iv) International Symposium on Industrial Development

Mr. Abdel-Rahman hoped that the Bank and IFC would be represented

at, and participate in, the Symposium to be held in Athens, Greece, in

December 1967. Mr. Demuth replied that the leadership in this regard

must come from IFC and that the Bank group would cooperate in such ways

as may be feasible.

v) General

- UNIDO plans to provide an advisory service to help the develop-

ing countries become better informed on the most effective 
use

of tied aid.

- A research project involving experts from metal-working indus-

tries is being undertaken and UNIDO hopes for cooperation from

the Bank.

- UNIDO hopes to consult with the Bank about an industrial

project evaluation project now being carried out in Ceylon as

a follow-up to the meetings held in Prague, Mexico and India.

- With a $100,000 grant from the Swedish Government, UNIDO is

providing technical assistance to governments to help them

organize departments of industry; Ghana and Somalia are being
assisted and other requests are under consideration.
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- Mr. Demuth referred to the IBRD Case Book on Project Evaluation

by John King which he thought might be of value to UNIDO.

- The Industrial Development Board of UNIDO will consider its
program of work at its first session in March or April 1967.
Mr. Abdel-Rahman stressed that the views and suggestions of
the Bank and IFC would be most welcome and could be of great
value to UNIDO in formulating its future plans and activities.

13. Evaluation Teams

Mr. Leonard reported that, following consultations with the
specialized agencies, it had been proposed to send evaluation teams to
Afghanistan, Ceylon, Ecuador and Somalia. However, Somalia had ex-
pressed a preference for a team next year instead of this year.

Mr. Demuth asked what had been learned from the first three
missions and whether a two-level report - one for limited circulation and
the other for general distribution - had been considered. Mr. Leonard
replied that only one report was made; the evaluations were helpful to
donor countries to justify and strengthen their support of technical
assistance programs and were of particular value to the receiving coun-
tries. Mr. Deiuth, expressing some doubt about the value of this kind
of evaluation, thought that "off the record" briefing by the evaluation
teams would be useful. Mr. de Seynes said that this might be arranged
in future.

II. Policy Developments and Operational
Matters in the World Bank Group

In reviewing recent developments in the World Bank Group,
Mr. Demuth referred, in particular, to the following:

i) Enlargement of IFC's Resources through Bank loans

ii) Bank Financing and IDA replenishment

iii) SID

iv) Multilateral Investment Insurance

v) Consultative Groups

vi) Economic Missions to East Africa and Brazil.

LPerinbam/FConsolo/RHDemuth/bmb



FoRL No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: FILES DATE: December 28, 1966

FROM: Federico Consolo •

SUBJECT: Calendar of UN Meetings in 1967

1. The General Assembly has approved the calendar of UN meetings
scheduled for 1967. Below is the list of meetings at which the Bank
is likely to be represented:-

Month Meeting Place Probable Bank
Representation

Jan. 10-27 Governing Council UN New York Consolo, Riley

Development Programme

Jan. 16-24 UN Programme for Public Admin. New York Waterston

Jan. 23-27 Cons. Group on Long-Term Economic New York de Vries

Planning and Projections

Feb. 6-17* UNCTAD Inter-Gov. Group on Geneva Economics

Supplementary Financing
Feb. 6-10 Cons. Committee Public New York Information?

Information
Feb. 13-25 Econ. Commission for Africa Lagos Area Dept?
Feb. 21- UN CTAD Cor. on Shipping Geneva ?
Mar. 6

Feb. 27- UN Ad Hoc Group on Capital New York Economics?
Mar. 10 Flow

Mar. 13-24 Preparatory Committee of Geneva Consolo
Administrative Committee on
Co-ordination

April 3-4 Inter-Agency Con s ultative Board Geneva Woods, Demuth?
of UN Development Programme Consolo

April 4-19 UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles New York Economics

April 5-6 Administrative Committee on Geneva Woods, Consolo

Co-ordination (ACC)

April 10-21 UN Committee on Development Santiago Economics

April 11-26 Econ. Commission for Europe Geneva Paris Office?

April (undet. UN Industrial Development Board New York IFC? Perinbam
3-4 weeks)

May 1-5 ECOSOC - Committee on Programme New York Consolo, Perinbam
and Co-ordination

May 1-5 UN Advisory Committee on Science New York Perinbam
and Technology

May 2-13 Econ. Commission for Latin Caracas Area Dept?
America

May 6- ECCSOC New York Consolo, Perinbam
June 2

* provision may be made for a 3-week session
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May 9-26 UNCTAD Comm. on Commodities Geneva Economics?
Paris Office?

June 5-16 ECOSOC Committee on Programme New York (Consolo),Perinbam
and Co-ordination

June(undet. UN Industrial Development Board New York IFC? Perinbam
2 weeks)

June(undet. UN Institute for Training and Geneva EDI?
2 days) Research - Meeting of Heads of

Institutes
June 12-30 Governing Council of UN Geneva Consolo

Development Programme

July 3-14 UN/OPI - Fellowship Programme Geneva Information?

July 4-21 UNCTAD Committee on Manufactures Geneva Economics?
Paris Office

July 4-14 UNCTAD Group on Preferences Geneva Economics?
Paris Office

July 5-10 Joint Meeting Bureau ECOSOC, Bucharest Woods? Consolo
Comittee Programme and
Co-ordination, ACC

July 11- ECCSOC Geneva- Consolo,
Aug. 4 Paris Office

Aug.(undet. UN Industrial Development Board Geneva IFC?
2 weeks)

Aug. 15- UNCTAD Trade and Development Geneva DSD? Paris Office?
Sept. 8 Board Economics?

Sept. 19- UN General Assembly New York Consolo, Perinbam
December

Oct.(6-7 PrepCom of ACC New York Consolo
days)

Oct. (2 days) Inter-Agency Consultative Board New York Woods, Demuth
of UN Dev. Programme Consolo

Oct.(2/3 ACC New York Woods, Demuth
days) Consolo

Oct.(2 wks) UN Advisory Committee on Science Paris Paris Office?
and Technology

Oct.(end) or ECOSOC (Bank Report) New York Woods, Consolo,
Nov. (1st Perinbam

half)
Dec.(2/3 ECOSOC New York Consolo, Perinbam

days)
Dec.(2 wks.) International Symposium on Int.Dev. Athens IFC?
Dec.1967?/ UNCTAD Trade and Development New York? DSD? Paris Office?
Jan. 1968? Board New Delhi? Economics?
(lweek)*

2. This list does not include meetings of:

a) the Regional Development Banks and of subsidiary organs of
the regional economic commissions;

* to be decided during August session
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b) UNCTAD II, originally scheduled for Sept./Oct. 1967 in
New Delhi and now definitely set for Feb.l/March 25, 1968
always in New Delhi;

c) the ACC sector Sub-Committees which the Bank normally attends

- Sub-Committee on Education and Training -Feb.lk/17 - Geneva
- Sub-Comittee on Development Decade - March? - Geneva
- Working Group on Housing etc. - early 1967 - Europe
- Inter-Agency Meeting on Statistical - Spring 1967 - ?

Activities
- Sub-Committee on Water Resources - June 1967 - New York

d) the Governing Bodies and/or Executive Committees of specialized
agencies (or their subsidiary organs) which the bank regularly
attends, i.e. FAO, UNESO or at which a "presence" is desirable
i.e. ILO, WHO and sometimes IAEA.

cc: Mr. Woods
" Rosen
" Demuth
" Friedman
1 Graves
" Kamarck
" Miller
" Karasz

FC:bmb
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DATED
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United Nations
New York

SUBJECT5

Letter with enclosed 5 copies of a 1 docuent
entitled "The United Nations Programe in P blic

Adlinistration"

Addressed and

REFERRED TOMr. Waterstonf5atfE"6 n



FORM NO. 59
(2. 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: SENIOR STAFF MEETING

DATED

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: SENIOR STAFF MEETING

SUMMARY:

UNITED NATIONS

1. Mr. Broches reported that, following the adoption by the U.N. General

Assembly of resolutions calling on the Secretary-General to enter into con-

sultations with the Bank on the subject of aid to Portugal and South Africa,

U Thant had addressed a letter to Mr. Woods requesting the opening of such

consultations.



Decemer 20, 1966

acr, daut Oraunribido
nRoom 3440A
Legal Department
United Nations HQ
1-.O. Box 20
rand dentral Post Office

la Xorc, N.Y.

Dear Sam,

In re sos to yur request~ of this arternoon I am~ sending here ith
the llowing docmentt:

Loan Ngulations, No. 4;

The By-La s Of the Bank as ame unded eectiv August 8, 1266;

The iniual Report oi the Ban 1962-66;

uurld Bank: Policie-s and UQgrati A.

Pluase note tha thh d ega iu n; h Board of dovernurs olf certain

w. its funotions t hu :x-cuti ir- oLrs is 'ontain-d i th By-Laws,

and that tnlo suoscriprti'us ofi mar~rs LaU their voting gpo are listed
in the annual iReports.

I am sending thse documents surface mail first class as I be1ieve

6his is the quic - st ,ay dasing m ow York for a parcel of this

Kind,

iinucerely yours,

o.id, Pinlto



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CALr RES - UNATIONS" NEWYORK • AOCRC E O -EBRAPMIQUK

C 443/1(1) 16 December 1966

Dear Mr. Friedman,

Thank you for your letter of 23 November regarding our study on
Export Credits. The references you propose to insert in your report
are of course entirely agreeable to us.

For good order I should only suggest the following forial
corrections:

(a) The reference in your statement to our final
study (which will be published under the new
title, "txport Credits and Development Finan-
cing") should list "Publication Lo.: 67.II.D.1"
instead of "7/41691 (eighth line of paragraph
3 of your letter);

(b) On the other hand, the reference to be made in
the footnote to Annex II to our advance sumwary
of last April should retain the original title
and number under which it was issued, namely,
". xport Credits for the Finaincing of Capital
Coods Requirements of Developing Countries
(Document L/4189)" (fourth line of paragraph
4 of your letter).

1 understand that you will be here on the 19th, and I look
forward to seeing you then.

Sincerely yours,

Karl tE. Lachmann
Chief

Fis cal and Financial Branch
Department of Economic and Social Affairs

Sr. Irving S. Friedman
The bconomic Adviser to the President DATE REGEWED
international bark for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, *. .9 ) 56
was ington, D.C. 20433
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-RO DATED

Dec. 9, 1966

Martin Hill
I United Nations

New York, New York

SUBJECT

Letter re Inter-Agency Working Party meeting

held in Geneva from March 22-29, 1967.

Addressed and

R R F T



Your ref: EC 813(1) AFE.1967 December 8, 1966

Dear Mr. Hill:

Mr. dooda has asked me to reply to your letter of
November 3OCand to thank you for inviting the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development to be represented
at the fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference
for Asia and the Far East to be held in Canberra, Australia
from March 5 to 22, 1961.

de much appreciate your kind invitation but I regret
to inform you that, owing to other commitments, it will not
be possible for us to send a representative to this meeting.

Sincerely yours,

Michael L. Hoffman
Associate Director

Development Services Department

Mr. Martin Hill
Deputy Under-Secretary for
Economi1c and Social Affairs
United Nations, New York

Cleared with Mr. Cargill
cc: Mr. dishart

MLH:bmb
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U N I T E D N A T IO N S

Press Services
Office of Public Information

United Nations, N.Y.

(FOR USE OF INFORMATION MEDIA - NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD)

Press Release SG/SM/619
GA/3290

2 December 1966

TEXT OF STATE1NT BY SECRE_1TAIRYGENERAL, U THANT,

-T GTERAL ASSEMBLY ON 2 DECEMBER 1966

Following is the text of a statement by the Secretary-C-tral, U Thant,

at the 1483rd plenary meeting of the General Assembly on 2 December 1966:

"I accent today a fresh five year term as Secretary-General of the

United Nations in response to the wishes of the Security Council and the

General Assembly. Ever since I annourced on 1 September my unwillingness

to offer ryself for a second term ve Becretary-General, I have received

many insistent requests to reconsider this decision. I have indeed been

deeply touched by the varm personal references made to me by Heads of

Delegations in the course of the general debate. I must also acknowledge

with gratitude the numerous letters addressed to me from all parts of the

world, by people high and low, urging me to stay at my post.

"At the same time I can well understand that my final acceptance of

a renewed term of office and the prolonged responsibilities it brings may

have caused some surprise among those who believe that a change of

Secretary-General at this stage would hasten a re-appraisal of the issues before

the United Nations and other grave international problems and thus help the

cause of peace. During these past months many of you are aware that I, too,

have shared this belief. Today, however, I am confronted by an overwhelming

weight of opinion that, under present circumstances, my continuance as

Secretary-General for another term would best serve the higher interests

of the Organization and thus represent a positive factor in the current

international situation. Not without apprehension, however, and regardless

of my personal preferences, I feel I have to accept this evaluation.

(more)
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2 December 1966

"At this point, becaue of the personal stand I have taken, I would like

to make it clear that my present decision is not based on any new element which

has developed in recent weeks or on any fond hope for the foreseeable future.

On 1 S2ptembe; I thought it my duty to draw attention to some of the basic

issues before the United Nations and the disturbing developments in many parts

of the world. The observations I made then still represent my conviction today.

My concern for the lack of advance in international co-operation and in making

this Organization more truly representative of the state of teworld remains.

At the same time I have noted with particular appreciation the; the Security

Council respects my position in bringing these issues and deveicpments to the

notice of the Members of the Organization and I earnestly hope that these

problems will continue to receive close attention.

"I am well aware that in some respects the present session of the Assembly

has made some real progress. I have mlso been encouraged to believe that in

the near future the financial situal iou of the Organization will be greatly

alleviated by actions under consideration by some Member States. From my

private consultations I am also confirmed in my belief that there is a sincere

desire to reach an agreement on a mutually acceptable basis in regard to the

main principles of peace-keeping operations.

"The threats to peace in many parts of the world, and more particularly

in Viet-Nam, are for me a continuing source of anxiety and even anguish. I

was glad to know a few days ago that there is general agreement in regard to

a brief pause in the fighting in Viet-Nam on the occasion of Christmas and

other holidays. Is it too much to hope that what is made possible for just

a couple of days by the occurrence of ccmon holidays may soon prove feasible

for a longer period by the new commitments that peace requires, so that an

atmosphere may be created which is necessary for meaningful talks to be held

in the quest for a peaceful solution? The imperative necessity of undertaking

new efforts for peace is being underlined by the continuing intensification

of the war. This problem, as you know, has been uppermost on my mind, for a

long time, and I need hardly add that it will continue to be so in the months

ahead. I shall seize every occasion to recall that this war must be ended and

I will continue to regard it as my duty to make every effort on a personal

basis to help promote a solution which will bring peace and justice to the

people of Viet-Nam.
(more)
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2 December 1966

"Notwithstanding some hopeful signs, we must all recognize that a

difficult, indeed a crucial, period lies ahead for this Organization. All

of us must surely realize what a dangerous disillusionment would inevitably

follow today's comforting consensus if we were not to give our close attention

to the basic problems that the world faces today, and if renewed and sincere

efforts towards peace and progress were not soon to be undertaken through

a revived respect for the high purposes and principles of our Charter.

"And yet, although little has happened to brighten the outlook of the months

anad, my conviction stands undiminished that the United Nations remains the

best instrument by which nations may co-operate for the development and the

peace of their people. My acceptance of an extended mandate today stems out

of this deep conviction, as much as out of a sense of duty. And I assure

members of this Organization that all my faith and all my efforts are

unhesitatingly pledged to maintaining and developing this Organization as an

indispensable centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment

of our common ends, and as an increasingly effective instrument for peace

and development.

"In this task, I have the considerable asset which the Secretariat represents

and which I am proud to head. All the organizational and other administrative

improvements that are necessary will be undertaken with the assistance of my

colleagues so that all members may continue to rely upon the efficiency,

competence and integrity of this body of dedicated servants of the Organization.

"Fully conscious of the indispensable support which close consultation

with members of the Security Council and the General Assembly has brought to me

during my last term, I shall continue to seek extended advice and co-operation

from them in the discharge of my responsibilities.

"I also take this occasion to re-affirm my oath of office, and I solemnly

swear to exercise in rl loyalty, discretion and conscience the functions

entrusted to me as Gecretary-General of the United Nations, to discharge these

functions and regulate my conduct with the interests of the United Nations only

in view, and not to seek or accept instructions in regard to the performance of

my duties from any government or other authority external to the Organization.

Before concluding, allow me, Mr. President, to express my thanks to you for

your kind words, to the Members of the Security Council for their unanimous

recommendation and to the General Assembly for the unanimous extension of my

appointment as Secretary-General.
* * *
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EC 813(1) AFE. 1967 30 November 1966

Dear Mr. Woods,

In pursuance of resolution 1070 (XXXIX) of the Economic and

Social Council, I have the pleasure of inviting your Organization to

be represented at the fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic

Conference for Asia and the Far East to be held in Canberra, Australia,

from 8 to 22 March 1967.

Copies of documents E/CONF.52/1 and E/CONF.52/INF/1 containing

respectively the Provisional Agenda for the Conference and Advance

Information Regarding General Arrangements of Immediate Interest to

the Participants, are enclosed for your information.

Should your Organization decide to take part in the Conference,

I should be grateful if you could let me know, at your earliest

convenience, the name of your representative or representatives. The

Government of Australia is anxious to obtain this information as soon

as possible in order to enable it to make the necessary arrangements.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Hill .
Deputy Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs

Mr. G. D. Woods
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.





UNITED NATIONS
Distr.

ECONOMIC GERAL
E/CON. 52/1

AND 1'uLA N D19 July lecs

SO CIAL CO UNCIL ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

FIFTH UNTT2D NATIONS BEGIONAL CARTOGPAPIC
CONFERENCE FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST

(Canberra, Australia: 8 March to
22 March 1067 inclusive)

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Adoption of the rules of procedure

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda

4. Repo--t on credentials

5. Establishment of technical committees

6. Progress reports by countries on their respective cartographic

activities since the last Conference

7. Reports on progress in matters which formed the 
basis of the resolutions

or recommenrlations at the last Conference 1/

8. Review of techniques and recent developments in surveying and mapping

(a) control surveys

(b) preparation of basic topographic maps

9. Practical application of cartographic techniques 
to:

(a) location and development of mineral resources

(b) regional land use surveys

(c) forest development and management

1 See, Fourth United Nations Regional Cartogranhic 
Conference for Asia and

the Far East, Vol. I, Report of the Conference, United Nations

publication, Sales No.: 65.1.16, chapter 2, pages 9-14.

66-18775
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(d) agricultural planning and development

(e) assessment and use of water resources

(f) civil engineering projects

(g) land settlement and land tenure

(h) city development

10. Topical maps and national atlases

11. Aeronautical charts

12. International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale (INI)

13. Review of techniques and recent developments in the processes of
converting cartographic manuscripts into published maps

14. Automatic extraction, recording and processing of cartographic data

15. Geographic names, including matters for reference to the United Nations
Conference on Standardization of Geographical Names

16. Hydrography and Oceanography

17. Adoption of the report of the Conference



UNITED NATIONS
Distr.

ECONOMIC GENERAL

E/C$Th. 52/IE/lAND 19 July 1966

SO CIA L CO UNCIL ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

FIFTH UNITED NATIONS REGIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC
CONFERENCE FOR ASIA AM THE FAR EAST

(Canberra, Australia: 8 March to
22 March 1967 inclusive)

ADVANCE INFORMATION REGAREDING GENERAL ARFANGEMENTS
OF IvEDIATE INTEREST TO THE PARTICIPANTS

1. The Fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the

Far East convened in accordance with resolution 1070 (XXXIX) of the Economic and

Social Council, will be held in Canberra, Australia from 8 to 22 March 1967.

2. With regard to the rules of procedure which may be adopted by the Conference,

delegates are requested to refer to the United Nations publication entitled:

Fourth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Far East,

21 November to 5 December 1964, Manila, Philippines, Volume I, pages 20 to 22.1

3. Mr. Horacio M. Ureta, Chief of the Cartography Section, Resources and Transport

Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations Secretariat,

has been appointed to serve as Executive Secretary for the Conference.

4. The address of the Conference for the period 8 to 22 March 1967 will be as

follows:

United Nations Regional Cartographic
Conference for Asia and the Far East

c/o Division of National Mapping
Post Office Box 667
Canberra City A.C.T.
Australia

and the cable address will be: NATMAP, Canberra, Australia.

5. The Government of each participating country will, of course, be sending to

the United Nations a comnlete list of the individuals on its delegation. However,

j/ United Nations Publication, Sales No.: 65.1.16.

66-18777 /...
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each chief delegate is requested himself to transmit, at the earliest possible

date, to:

Officer-in-Charge, Reception
Fifth U.N. Regional Cartographic Conference
c/o Division of National Mapping
Post Office Eox 667
Canberra City A.C.T.
Australia

his full name and title the number of persons accompanying him, and information

on the arrival of his party such as: airline, flight number, date and time of

arrival at Sydney Airport. This information will enable the host Government to

make arrangements for participation and to confirm hotel accommodations in

Canberra.

6. During the Conference, it is planned to hold a technical exhibition on

surveying and mapping. National Cartographic agencies wishing to participate, as

well as representatives of firms dealing in surveying and apping instruments and

material, should communicate directly with:

Officer-in-Charge, Exhibitions
Fifth U.N. Cartographic Conference
c/o Division of National Mapping

P.O. Box 667
Canberra City A.C.T.
Australia

7. Visits to technical institutions and other places of interest will be arranged.

The detailed programme of visits and extra-conference activities will be made

available later.

8. The Government of Australia has communicated to the United Nations the following

information on climate, passports and visas, health requirements, quarantine

requirements, currency, hotel accommodations and airport reception.

CLIMATE

The approximate altitude of Canberra is 2,000 feet and average temperatures

during barch vary between 76oF (day) and 570 (night), but extreme values of 08°

and 520 have been recorded. In March rain occurs on an average of seven days and

the average monthly rainfall is two inches. The relative humidity is low and the

Conference Centre is air conditioned. At night, a light overcoat would often be

useful.
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PASSPORTS AND VISAS

All persons travelling to Australia must be in possession of valid national

passports and they should check with the nearest Australian diplomatic or consular

representative as to any visa or endorsement for entry into Australia, which might

be required. In countries vhere there is no Australian representative, visas may

be obtained from the nearest British Consular office.

Visas and endorsements will be issued free of charge to all participants who

are attending the Fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia

and the Far East.

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

Persons entering Australia (except New Zealand delegates) must be in

possession of a valid certificate of vaccination against small pox. A certificate

of vaccination against cholera is required by all persons who come from a cholera

infected area or who break their journey in a cholera infected area on their way

to Australia.

QUARAETINE REQUIREMENTS

Australia is fortunate in that her livestock is free from many of the serious

diseases which affect animals and which are present in other parts of the world.

For this reason, Animal Quarantine regulations are very strict in prohibiting the

entry into Australia of certain items which could be the means of introducing such

diseases, either as commercial consignments of goods, or in the luggage of

travellers entering Australia. Visitors to Australia are requested not to bring

with them any of the following items:

(a) living animals of any kind, including mammals, reptiles, birds, insects,

etc.;

(b) meat and edible parts of animals, poultry and birds whether raw, cooked,

dried, preserved or canned;

(c) eggs, egg albumen, egg noodles, egg pulp, edible birds' nests;

(d) home made cheese, cheese contained in the urinary bladders of animals,

cheese containing meat;
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(e) straw packing or other unprocessed packing of plant origin;

(f) raw skins or bides or articles made of raw skins or hides (e.g., drums

and shields);

(g) milk products;

(h) animal bones, wool, hair, feathers and other parts of animals in their

raw state;

(i) vaccines and cultures of micro organisms;

(j) soil or any article contaminated with soil.

Another means whereby the viruses of serious diseases could be introduced,

especially foot and moutb disease, is by footwear and clothing which has been in

some way contaminated with soil and animal manure.

Delegates arriving in Australia from countries other than Canada, Japan, the

United States of America, Norway, the United Kingdom, Ireland, New Zealand and

Iceland, and who are directly concerned with pastoral enterprises, animal industry

or animal products or who have, at any time during the three months prior to their

intended departure to Australia, resided on or visited a farm or come into contact

with farm animals, or visited any abattoirs or meat packing establishments may be

obliged to have their footwear and, if necessary, their clothing cleansed on

arrival in Australia.

To avoid inconvenience, it would be greatly appreciated if all delegates

and officials would make certain that all footwear (including that worn by the

passenger) brought with them and all clothing (including cuffs of trousers and

luggage) are scrupulously free of all soil and other debris.

Delegates and officials are requested to co-operate by observing these

requirements.

CURFENCY

On 14 February 1966, Australia began a conversion programme from a monetary

system based on the Australian pound unit to a decimal system based on a new unit,

the Australian dollar. Both currencies will be valid for a period of two years and,

consequently, for the period of the Conference.

There are no restrictions on the import of any currency into Australia.
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A departing visitor may take with him the remaining balance of any currency

brought into Australia. The maximum amount of Australian currency which, without

special authority from the Reserve Bank of Australia, a visitor may take out of

Australia in the form of Australian notes and coin is $100 (-50), including a

maximum amount of $4 (£2) in coin.

Neither incoming nor outgoing visitors are required to make a written

declaration in relation to the import or export of Australian or foreign currency.

Nevertheless it facilitates clearances if in fact visitors declare their holdings

of foreign currency on arrival and their holdings of foreign and Australian

currency on their departure.

As exchange rates fluctuate from time to time, exact rates cannot be given

for March 1067, but the following current rates serve as a guide:

Unit $A (Australian dollars) £.s.d.*

£l (sterling) 2.51 1 5 1
$1 (U.S.A.) 0.87 0 8 8

* £ = pound; s = shilling; d = penny.

Delegates are advised to carry their funds in the form of travellers' cheques,

which can be cashed at any bank or hotel. Currency exchange facilities will be

available at Kingsford-Smith Airport, Sydney.

HOTEL ACCOOMMODATION

Accommodation will be reserved at the Hotel Rex at Canberra (Conference

Headquarters), where the charges will be as follows: ,

Studio (Single) Room - $A9.00

(ZA4.1Os. Od.) per day;

Double Boom - $A12.00

(£A6. Cs. oa.) per day.

Rooms are air conditioned and have toilet and bathing facilities. Charges for

meals will be extra.
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AIRPORT RECEPTION

On arrival at Canberra airport delegates will be met by reception officers

who will arrange transport to the hotel. There will be a reception officer at

Sydney airport also to assist overseas delegates transferring from their

international flights to local airlines.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 28, 1966

FROM: J. A. King (3

SUBJECT: Permanent overeignty Over Natural Resources

1. The Second Committee of the General Assembly considered the question
of permanent sovereignty over natural resources in October and November
1966. A draft resolution was submitted by Algeria, Burma, Iran, Iraq,
Panama, Poland, Syria, the Ukrainian S. S. R., the U. A. R., Tanzania and

Yugoslavia. In its original form this resolution was considered by some
people to represent an invitation to expropriation; for example, the last
two clauses of the preamble were as follows:

"Considering that in order to safeguard permanent sovereignty
over natural resources, it is essential that their exploitation
and marketing should be aimed at securing the highest rate of
growth of the developing countries,

"Considering further that this aim can better be achieved if
the developing countries are in a position to undertake the
exploitation and marketing of their natural resources by
themselves".

2. Both the U.K. and the U.S. took the lead in introducing amendments
tending to make the resolution less drastic.

3. The draft resolution, as amended, was approved by 99 votes to none
with 8 abstentions. The abstaining countries were Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Japan, Malta, New Zealand, the U.K. and the U.S. It reads as
follows:

Permanent sovereignty over natural resources

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolutions 523 (vI) of 12 January 1952, 626
(vIITof 21 December 1952 and 1515 (xv) of 15 December 1960,

Recalling further its resolution 1803 (XvII) of 14 December
1962 on permanent sovereignty over natural resources,

Recognizing that the natural resources of the developing
countries constitute a basis of their economic development in
general and of their industrial progress in particular,

Bearing in mind that natural resources are limited and in
many cases exhaustible and that their proper exploitation
determines the conditions of the economic development of the
developing countries both at present and in the future,
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ConsierIi that, in order to safeguard the exercise of
permanent sovereignty over natural resources, it is essential
that their exploitation and marketing should be aimed at
securing the highest rate of growth of the developing countries,

Considering further that this aim can better be achieved if
the developing countries are in a position to undertake them-
selves the exploitation and marketing of their natural resources
so that they could exercise their freedom of choice in the
various fields related to the utilization of natural resources
under the most favourable conditions,

Taking into account that foreign capital, whether public or
private, forthcoming at the request of the developing countries,
can play an important role inasmuch as it supplements the efforts
undertaken by them in the exploitation and development of their
natural resources, provided that there is government supervision
of the activity of foreign capital to ensure that it is used in
the interests of national development,

I

1. Reaffirms the inalienable right of all countries to
exercise permanent sovereignty over their natural resources
in the interest of their national development, in conformity
writh the spirit and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations and as recognized in General Assembly resolution
143 (XVII);

2. Declares therefore that the United Nations should under-
take a maximum concerted effort to channel its activities so
as to enable them to exercise this right fully;

3. States that such an effort should help in achieving the
maximum possible development of natural resources of the
developing countries and in strengthening their ability to
undertake this development by themselves, so that they could
effectively exercise their choice in deciding the manner in
which the exploitation and marketing of their natural resources
should be carried out;

6. Confirms that the exploitation of natural resources in
each country shall always be in accordance with its national
laws and regulations;

5. Recognizes the right of all countries, and in particular
of the developing countries, to secure and increase their share
in the administration of enterorises which are fully or partly
operated by foreign capital and to have a greater share in the
advantages and profits derived therefrom on an equitable basis,
with due regard to the development needs and objectives of the
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peoples concerned and to mutually acceptable contractual
practices, and calls upon the countries from which such
capital originates to refrain from any action which would
hinder the exercise of that right;

6. Considers that when natural resources of the developing
countries are exploited by foreign investors, the latter
should undertake proper and accelerated training of national
personnel at all levels and in all fields connected with such
exploitation;

7. Calls upon the developed countries to make available to
the developing countries, at their request, assistance,
including capital goods and know-how for the exploitation
and marketing of their natural resources in order to accelerate
their economic development, and to refrain from placing on the
world market non-commercial reserves of primary commodities
which may have an adverse effect on the foreign exchange
earnings of the developing countries;

8. Recognizes that national and international organizations
set up by the developing countries for the development and
marketing of their natural resources play a significant role
in ensuring the exercise of the permanent sovereignty of those
countries in this field, and as such should be encouraged;

9. Recommends to the regional economic commissions of the
United Nations for Asia and the Far East, for Latin America,
for Africa and the Economic and Social Office in Beirut, in
the execution of their functions, to keep under review the
question of the permanent sovereignty over natural resources
in the countries of the regions concerned, as well as the
problem of the economic utilization of these resources in the
national interests of their peoples;

II

Requests the Secretary General:

(a) To co-ordinate the activities of the Secretariat in
the field of natural resources with those of other United Nations
organs and programmes, including the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development, the United Nations Development Programme,
the regional economic commissions, the Economic and Social Office
in Beirut, the specialized agencies and the International Atomic
Energy Agency, and in particular with those of the United Nations
Industrial Development Organization;

(b) To undertake necessary steps to facilitate, through the
work of the Centre for Development Planning, Projections and
Policies, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
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the United Nations Industrial Development Organization
and the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science
and Technology to Development, the inclusion of the
exploitation of the natural resources of the developing
countries into programmes for their accelerated economic
growth;

(c) To submit to the General Assembly at its twenty-
third session, a progress report on the implementation
of the present resolution.

4. Before the resolution was finally passed there were a number of
roll call votes on separate provisions:

a) The U.K. requested a roll call on the amendment by Bolivia,
the addition of the last clause of operative paragraph 7. The
Bolivian amendment was adopted by 58 votes to 2 with h7 absten-
tions. The votes against were the U.K. and the U.S.

b) The U.K. requested a separate vote on the sixth paragraph
of the preamble. It was retained 97 votes to none with 10
abstentions. Abstaining were Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Japan, Kuwait, Malta, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, South Africa
and the U.K.

c) The U.K. requested a separate vote on operative paragraph
3 which was retained by 98 votes to none with 7 abstentions.

d) The U.S. requested a separate vote on operative paragraph
4 which was approved by 101 votes to none with 6 abstentions.
The abstentions were Australia, Belgium, Japan, Malta, the
U.K. and the U.S.

e) The U.K. requested a separate vote on operative paragraph
5 which was retained by 9h votes to 4 with 4 abstentions.

5. The passage of this resolution, even in its modified form, would
seem to be related to current developments in the international oil
industry. Host countries are reported to be asking for increased pro-
duction, higher posted prices, higher taxes, and new arrangements for
sharing the revenues. One or more of these measures are being called
for in Abu Dhabi, Algeria, Iran, Iraq, Syria (the property in this case
is Iraq Petroleum's pipeline), and Venezuela.

cc: Mr. L. Nurick

JAKing:cl
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November 4, 1966

Nr. D. Przatitch
Uder--Secretary
Diroctor if the Training Program

for Foreign Service Officers
United Nations
New York, He" Yor'k

Dear Mr . Pr)-otitch :

Due to Mr. Noone's absence from the Bank because of official
business in Canada, it was my privilege to meet with the group of
Foreign 3ervice Officers of the United Nations Training Program
who visited the World Bank this morning.

All of these young Foreign Service Officers, along with
their counselors Mr. A. Boumendjel and Mr. David 10o, were very
attentive, interested, and knowledgeable as was indicated by
their participation in the discussion. You are to be congratu-
lated upon such a fine group which certainly attests to the
quality of your program.

If we can be of additional assistance in presenting the
role of the Tarld Bank in the international economy, I hope
that you will call on me.

Sincerely yours,

Clarke Kinney
Information Officer

CK:hm.
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FROM DATED

United Nations Oct. 27, 1966

New Y rk

SUBJ ECr
Letter with enclosed draft on the "ProJections
of Debt Service 1966-1975 by G. Zandano of UN

Addressed and

REFERRED TO DATE RECEIVED
Mr. Kamarok Oct. 28, 1 6

- -- -- --
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FROM DATED
Oct. 24, 1966

United Nations
New York

U BJLCiT
atter asking IRfiD to make a report on "the major

activities relating to development planning and
projections currently undersay within the United
Nations"

Addressed and

RErERRED TO DATE RECEIVED
Mr. Woods Oct.2 25, 96 6



October 21, 1966

Dear Mr. Schreiber:

Mr. Woods has referred to me your three letters dated October
11, 1966 and addressed to the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, the International Finance Corporation and the
International Development ssociation, respectively, regarding
General Assembly Resolutions 1905 (XVIII) and 2017 (XX) and Resolution
1016 (XXXIX) of the Economic and Social Council concerning the United
Nations Declaration on the Elmin tion of all Forms of Racial
Discrimination.

In reply to your enquiry I should draw your attention to
Mr. WoodsI letter of March 16, 1964, in which he informed the
Secretary -General of the action taken by the Bank in respect of the
Teclaration to which you refer. It seems that, in so far as the
Bank group'zs activities are concerned, this was the only action that
could usefully be taken.

Sincerely yours,

Federico Consolo
Special Representative

for
United Nations Organizations

Mr. Marc Schreiber
Director
Divfeon of Human Rights
United Nations, New York

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Broches with incoming letter
cc: Mr. ishart
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October 14, 1966

Ar. GeraJl 3. >Mncr
washingboii icpreie. vi
United Na ions~ iussociation
1332 Gmeeticut Aveaue, N. W.
Washingtor, 3. C. 20336

Dear Mr.n

dALi t8 anh> lor wir lete of 'c , rt.
en:'J or ' 1, L_& -o the >rk- of your oci 4t Lon.

I look :^>r . :c- to joiiir o xt A4'U

Wadswor1 3:i p.Th. - T -tion: Glub

Ancerely yours,

. "':-1
Vice Presi ent.

CC: Mr. :o1n1

dv
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October 4, 1966

Mr. Constantin A. Baguinian
Director of tLhe Codification Divi on
Office of Logal Affairs
United 2ations
New York, ::. Y.

Dear 'r. I ginian:

Please refer to ry letter to you of August 31, 1966. I have
nom had a chance to discuss with Mr. Broches the paragraphs of the
Report concerning the law applicable to the IBLR and the IDA opera-
tions. You will find attached copy of the two paragraphs which, in
our opinion, should be substituted for the existing paragraphs of
the Report.

Mg I talce advantage of this letter to congratulate you and
your staff for your most valuable Report which I have already
brought to the attention of my coleagues. We will all be most
interested in seeing it in print.

Very sincerely yours,

Georges R. Delaume

Attachaent

GRfelaume/ol
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INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME B 0 U T I N C
OF CABLE: SEPTEmR 24, 1966 0811

LOG NO.: RC 4 - SEPTMER 25 ACTION OPY: MR. CONSOID

TO: INTBAFRAD INFOHR1ATION
COPY:

FM: GENEVE DEC3DED BY:

TEXT:

FOR CONSILD.

DELHI SITE SECOND CONFERENCE SEPTEER 5 TO OCTOBER 20 OR SEPTEMBER 12

TO OCTOER 27 IEPENDING ON GENERAL ASSEMBLY CGiVENIENCE. FIFTH BOARD

SESSIO NAY 4 TO 30 PROBABLY GENEVA VICINITY SINCE PAIAIS NOT AVAILAELE.

IF FACILITIES NOT AVAIIABIZ GENEVA AREA SESSION MEETS NEW YORK. REGARDS

PERINBAM

AB

- --- - ---- --- -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - ----- - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - --- -

FOR INFORMATION RFGARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE 00MMUNICATIONS UNIT EXT. 2021

DUPLICATE
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September 16, 1966

Dear Mr. Vaughan

On Jay return from Europe I find your circular letter of
August 18'regarding arrangements for the dining room, for which
I thank you. Gordon Williams has shown ue a copy of his letter
to you of September Aind I imagine that you will agree with

his interpretation of "such characters" as he and I.

Sincerely yours,

Federico Consolo
Special Representative

for
United Nations Organizations

Mr. David B. V ughan
Under-Secretary
Director of General Services
United Nations, New York
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IDA jBRD I FC

._CORRESPONDEN ECORD FORM
F ROM DATED

Aug. 24, 1966
M. E. Chacko-
United Nations
New York

SUBJECT

Letter of thanks fro sending information re:
requests and appeals to the specialized agencies
contained in Genral Assembly resolutions 2105 and2107.

RE F 



IDA IBRD IFC

FFir U CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM

F1 MDATED
|. Thant August 18, 1966
United Nations
New tork

SUBJECT Attaching copy of letter sent to Dr. Sen

concerning his proposal for establishment of a food
production resources programane.

Addressed and

REFERRED TO T Woods AT RE CEIVED
rWdug. 22, 196



Aug ust 18, 1966

Your reference: TE 326/1 (170-38)

r.Chii Yucn Nu

.iC(a. of Fublic AdruI istration >ranch

±.ureau of ?.ech~nical Assistnce fperations
Unite' :Tatins

liew York

Dear Mr. Wu-

In the absence of Mr. ripman I an acknowledging your

letter of Auust 12 ,9( in which you informed us that

you have been ind enough to send copies of the working

documents and the provis;ional agenda for the- Seminar on

Organzation and Administration of Public Enterprises.

Sincerely yours,

B. Chadenet
Associate Director

Projects Department

c,c. Mr. Ripman

BChadenet :j fe



August 18, 1966
Your ref.: SO 214 (2-3-2) 1963-66

Mr. Kamleshwar D*as
Officer in Charge
D visioi f "uran ights
United E tions
United ?Nations8 New. York

Dear Mr. Das:

Mr ood- has asked me to thank you for your letter of

August h, 1966, concerning forthcoming United Nations dscussions
on human rights. While the Bank is interested in the work of
the United Nations in the field of human rights, we doubt if we
could contribute in any sigificant way to the material which you
are assembling. We will, however, ask our Special Rtepresentative
for United `Ntions O'ania~ions, Mr. Federico Consolo, to keep
us informed of the progress of your eor in relation to economic
and social rights.

Sincerely,

'4ichael L. Hofiaan
Associate Director

Development Services Department

MLH: tf

cc: Mr. Woods
Mr. Consolo b C



IDA IFC
Fr CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM

FROM DA ED

United Natitons Aug. 15, 1966

New York

SULOLCT
Copy of m Article 7 of the Regulations to gve
effect to Article 102 of the Charter of the UN
ard 1 certificat, of registration

Addressed to IBRD

REFERRED TO DATE RECEIVED

Secretary aDpt Aug. 17, 1966 mp



IDA Ills
Fw - - -_ __ IF

coRRESPONDENCREC ORD FORMFROM
DATED

Un:t-d Nations Aug. _1 1966
Now york

SUBJECT

Copy? of Afticle 7 of the .t~o 8toge
effect to Articla 3-O2 of the Cha~'te of the UINad 3 cer'tficat.. Of rgsrt

I _Addras 4 to IDAREFERRED T 
E

A L7, 1966 i



IDA

r CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM _

DATED

~OM lAug ust 1, 1966
rotitch

UIN
iew York

suEE ILetter asking whether a 'triefing on the role

and functioning of the IBRD aan be arranged for their

Foreign Service Officers.

Addressed to Mr. WilsonD
r. ERE ATE 17, 1966 jJ
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I persuaded Nurick that they
really don't want to receive all
the documentation. I said thati
you would let Suratgar know when
anything interesting came up.

From Michael L. Hoffman



FURM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Lester Nurick DATE: August 15, 1966

FROM: David Suratga

SUBJECT: Incoming letters from the UN Human Rights Division

1. I have been through our files and through the appropriate

general files to see if we have had prior requests in any way similar

to that contained in Mr. Das' letter to Mr. Woods (identical letters

addressed to IDA and IFC). Perusal of the general file on Liaison UN

general 1964 -, indicates that we have had, in recent past, similar

letters relating to the Human Rights Program of the UN.

2. A letter to Mr. Woods dated 12 May, 1966 from Mr. Marc Schneiber,

Director of the UN Division of Human Rights, invited the Bank to send a

representative to a seminar on apartheid called by the Commission on

Human Rights. Mr. Consolo's reply on behalf of the Bank (2 June, 1966) noted

the purpose of the seminar and indicated that the Bank could provide

"no useful contribution to the seminar'. The invitation was accordingly

refused.

3. I gather from the correspondence in the above files that this

years meeting of the ACC (4lst Session. London 27-28 April 1966) decided

to establish a working group of the UN and "specialized agencies concerned"

to help the Secretary General to "co-ordinate measures and activities

undertaken in connection with the International Year for Human Rights".

There is no indication from the files that any representative from the

Bank attended the meetings of the working group which took place at

Geneva on 14-15 July 1966. Mr. Woods, however, received notice of this

meeting and of its agenda in a letter from Mr. Martin Hill, the UN's

Liaison Officer for specialized agencies. This letter was acknowledged on

June 20, 1966 by a letter from Mr. Michael Hoffmann in which the Bank

declined the invitation with the following language:

"While we are naturally interested in the efforts of the UN

in the field of Human Rights, we doubt if we could contribute in any

significant way to the working group. In the circumstances, we do not

propose to be represented at the meeting".

h. These most recent letters, however, draw the attention of the

Bank, IDA and IFC to paragraph 11 of 'ECQSOCI Resolution 1074 C (XXXIX) of

28 July 1965 which requests specialized agencies "to continue their

contributions to the periodic reports on human rights, in accordance with

this schedule...by submitting reports as they deem appropriate, and by

assisting bodies examining the reports". The letters invite the three

institutions "...if the /Bank~/ so wishes, to submit a report on economic,

social and cultural rights covering the period 1 January 1963 to 30 June 1966".



Mr. Lester Nurick -2- August 15, 1966

5. I do not find any indication that the Bank has ever filed
such reports in the past though ideally this should be checked with
whoever dealt with UN affairs before Mr. Consolo's office was set up.
Mr. Consolo and Mr. Perinbam are unfortunately in Europe at the moment.

6. In the circumstances it would seem that there is little that
the Bank can do except to answer the latest letters in the same vein
as our previous responses to invitations from the Human Rights Commission.
However, it should perhaps be noted that the discussions relating to
economic and social rights may well be of considerable interest. Thus,
while excusing our failure to report on the grounds that we cannot make
any meaningful contribution at this time, our reply should perhaps
indicate our interest in the reports and material filed with the Commission.

DSURATGAR :mm



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CAeLF ADDRCES • UNATIONS NEWYO RK - ADRE-E LTEUNAPH IQ

TE 326/1 (170-38) 12 Augus 1966

Dear Mr. Ripman,

I refer to Mr. Demuth' letter of 14 June 1966 to Mr. Leonard

in which the latter was informed of the Bank's inability to

participate in the United Nations Seminar on Organization and
Administration of Public Enterprises scheduled to take place in

Geneva from 26 September to 4 October 1966.

I am sending you, under separate cover, copies of the

working documents and the provisional agenda as requested by

Mr. Demuth0 The remaining working papers and the report of

the Seminar will be sent to you as soon as they are issued.

Yours sincerely,

fI
Chi-Then Wu

Senior Deputy Director and
Head of Public Administration Branch

Bureau of Tec:nical Asistance Operations

Mr. Hugh B. Ripman
Deputy Director
Projects Department
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street N0W.
Washington, D. 20433
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Herewith three letters from the U.N.,
Division of Human Rights. You will wish to

handle in conjunction with the other appro-

priate Departments of the Bank. Could we

please have a copy of the reply for our

records.

G. C. Wishart

From



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CAB.E ACDES • UNATIONS NEWYORK - S TELEGRAPH

0 214 (2-3-2) 1963-66 4 August 19 6

Dear kr.* Woods

_n behalf of t e eeretar-Generl I 1 ish to drawxi your z:- etion to

EconcLLc and c ial U.ci resolution 1A7 4 a (2r1) of 2L Jul"Iy ]965,

entitled 'Periodcut >e orts on houa 1ights and fleptors nmreeo of

lnformiatin" in paragrapt 6 if that soluon, te uncil' invited

-e ebs of the 'n t ores mewer of the seecled

aencit supply i tionregl lrly en humn rihs and frn ac o al

freedOs in the territori. s et o heir jrediti C -- in a

-ontinuing tree-year eycle, scsdle as follo:

(a) in U Ft ycari is te rST
Such riports to cover C period ending 3d June 1965;

(]i) in the seond r ar, on eeonoie, social and soultual rig h
first su c rept ts ver the - perio erding 30 June 1966;

(c) In the n r, on freedom of inoration, tUe 4 irt such

resorts to cover the pe jriod ending 3c June 1967.

ut s uncrecod that, "for t e ricts (alLv in te field of

copetence5 of seecialized agenic, Goverxnments may, if they7 so elet,

co ni 1 Slves to reference to te ots the' Serd La to eli ed

agnisoacemned, which will continueo to Subsit periodie reportt: en

Iternatoneal tane for c sr- on

an v t opment ;

1818 H.trenet, h.n.
"ahiton, ).6. 20025
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these rights to the United Nations".

In paragraph 11 of resolution 1074 C (XXXIX), the Council invited the

specialized agencies "to continue their contributions to the periodic

reports on human rights, in accordance with this schedule and with the

provisions of Council resolution 624 B (XXII) of 1 August 1956, by

submitting reports as they deem appropriate, and by assisting bodies

examining the reports".

In accordance with these two paragraphs of resolution 1074 C (XXXIX),

I have the honour, on behalf of the secretary-General, to invite the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, if the Bank so wishes,

to submit a report on economic, social and cultural rights covering the

period 1 January 1963 to 30 June 1966. For your convenience, I enclose

here'ith a copy of the full text of the resolution (see Annex I).

I should also like to draw your attention to resolution 12 (XXII)

relating to periodic reports on human rights, adopted by the Comission on

Human Rights on 2 April 1966, and to resolution 2 (XIX) relating to the same

subject, adopted by the Commission on the Status of Women on 24 February

1966. Copies of both these resolutions are enclosed herewith (see Annexes

II and III respectively). As requested by the Commission on Human Rights

in paragraph 7 of resolution 12 (XXII), I wish to draw your attention to

the various elements of the reports received in 1966, as set out by the

Rapporteur of the ad hoc Committee on Periodic Reports in paragraph 14 of

his study (E/CN.4/915, Annex), as a possible guideline for future reports.

The text referred to by the Commission is enclosed herewith (see Annex IV).

The Secretary-General was requested by the Council, in paragraph 14

of resolution 1074 C (XXXIX), to forward the information received from

kember States and specialized agencies in full - together with a subject

and country index - to the Sub-Conmission on Prevention of Discrimination

and Protection of Minorities, the Commission on the Status of Women and the
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Commission on Human Rights. As a consequence of this request, the material

placed before these bodies is arranged alphabetically by countries. You

may wish to consider whether the material forwarded by you might similarly

be arranged by countries, though of course this matter is entirely for you

to decide,

Since the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection

of 1inorities - the first of the three bodies mentioned above to consider

the reports - is scheduled to meet early in 1967, I should be most grateful

if the report of your Organization could reach us not later than 1 November

1966.

Yours sincerely,

Kamleshwar Das
Officer in Charge

Division of Human Rights
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ANlEX I

Resolution 1074 C (XXXIX) of the Economic and Social Council
of 28 July 1965

PERIODIC OEiTS N hUAAi KiGHTS AID
REPORTS ON Fi oM OCF ILK,1ATION

The Economic and Social Council,

Recalling its resolution 888 B (XXXIV) of 24 July 1962 regarding
periodic reports on human rights,

Considering that in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples, and the Declaration
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, human rights
and fundanental freedoms for ail without distinctions as to race, nationality,
sex, language or religion should be strictly observed throughout the world,

Recognizing that a comprehensive system of periodic reporting on human
rights is important as a source of information for the General Assembly
and other United Nations bodies as well as for the Commission on Human
Rights, and that it should accordingly be as inclusive and up-to-date
as possible,

Noting that in addition to the periodic reports now requested from
Member States on a triennial basis, annual resorts are also requested on
freedom of information,

Noting further the importance for the impleuientation of himan rights of
the constitutional provisions and practical procedures which, in certain
specialized agencios, govern the cnsideration by their competent bodies
of the reports of Member States on the application of conventions and
recommendations adopted oy those agencies,

1. Expresses its appreciation to all States Members of the United
Nations or members of the specialized agencies that have submitted reports;

2. Notes that while the situation throughout the world with regard to
human rights and fundamental freedoms continues to be unsatisfactory in the
fields of civil and political rights as well as social, economic, and cultural
rights, and particularly in con-exion with tae policy of apartheid and the
widespread racial, ethnic and religious discrimination throughout the world
which prompted the General Assembiy to adopt the Declaration on the Elimination
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of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the reports contain useful information
indicating that some progress was achieved in the protection of human
rights during 1960-1962, including rights enumerated in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights;

3. Notes further that measures were taken by various countries,
including the conclusion of multilateral and regional agrements among
Mlember States: to eliminate or prohibit discrimination, particularly-but
not only-discrimination based o4 race, or sex; to protect the rights of
suspects and defendants in criminai procedures, in particular by such steps
as restricting detention in custody and strengthening the right to counsel
by broadening counsel's rights and by providing free legal aid; to repeal
provisions concerning various kinds of compulsory labour; to extend,
increasingly, social insurance coverage to the agricultural population;
to auply social insurance protection to workers and employees who are
citizens of a foreign State; to improve the conditions of work by widening
the acope of minimum wa:e laws, shortening working hours and lengthening
statutory vacations at full pay; to ma e education more widely available by
the extension of tuition-free instruction or by assistance to cover students'
expenses by grants or loans repayable after graduation;

4. Reiterates its belief that the reporting system is not only a source
of information, but also a valuable incentive to Governments' efforts to
protect human rights and fundamental freedoms and to the impleentation of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples and the Declaration on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;

5. concern that, despite the terms of Council resolution
888 B (XXXIV, which calls upon lember States to submit reports on develop-
ments in the field of human rights relating, inter alia, to the right to self-
determination and the right to independence, no infurmatica regarding imple-
mentation of these rights has yet been received from States administering
dependent territories;

6. Invites States Members of the United Nations or members of the
specialized agencies to supply information regularly on human rights and
fundamental freedoms in the territories subject to their jurisdiction,
within a continuing three-year cycle scheduled, without prejudice to the
adoption and ratification of the Covenants on Human Rig1hts, including the
measures of implementation provided therein, as follows:

(a) In the first year, on civil and political rights, the first such
reports to cover the period ending 30 June 1965;

(b) In the second year, on economic, social and cultural rights, the
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first such report to cover the period ending 30 June 1966;

(c) In the third year, on freedom of information, the first such
reports to cover the )riod ending 30 June 1967; Each year Govertments
may subnit an annex to their reports containing inf rm tion of particular
significunce which does not pertain to the subject for the year; it is
understood that for the rights falling in the field of' competence of
specialized agencies Governments may, if they so elect, confine themselves
to reference to the reports they send to the specialized agencies concerned,
which will continue to submit periodic reports on these rights to the
United -Nations;

7. Urges all Member States to submit reports on developments in
human rirhts concerning the rights enumerated in the Universal Declaration
of human Rights and the right to self-determination and the right to
indecendence, taking fully into account the suggestions referred to in the
Council's resolutions 728 B (XXVIII) of 30 July 1959 and 888 B (XXXIV);

8. Invites Governments and non-governmental organizations to append
to their reports a brief summary thereof;

9. Suggests that Governments include more information on court and
other decisions and administrative practices affecting human rights and on
the ratification and accession to international agreements in the field
of human rights;

10. Requests the Secretary-General to submit to the Commission on Human
Rights a document indicating the status of multilateral international
agreements in the field of human rights, as mentioned in paragraph 7,
concluded under the auspices of the United Natior;

11. Invites the specialized agencies to continue their contributions to
the periodic reports on human righls in accordance with this uhedule and with
the provisions of Council resolution 624 B (XXII) of 1 August 1956 by sub-
fLitting re)orts as tney deem appropriate and by assisting the bodies
examining the reports;

12. Invites the non-governmental organizations in consultative status
to continue to submit objective information in accordance with the provisions
of Council resolution 888 B (XXXIV) and in accordance with the subject and
time schedule for submission of reports by Governments established by this
resolution;
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13. Requests the Secrtary-General, in accordanoc with the usual
practice in regard to humnan ri t comuatiors, a forward any material
received frau non-governmenta rgnizaton in accordace with paragraph
12 and mentioning ny p:rticula 1 tates eoern of th United datOns o
members of the opecialized a l at Member itaten for any O . nts
they may Wish to make;

14. he'e s the Secrtar na to fora _ he infomati received
fro.; Member Status a specia aecie undr e r tit resolution
in full, together with a subject a countr In to C om1ission On

Human Rights, the Commission on the Statuu of Women and to the Sub-Commiss-on
on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, the comments
received from non-goverLnentai organ:zatons in oonsultative status, as well
as any comnent which might betnada on then by the Member State concerned,
are also to be oade available by te erwetay-eerl to the Commission on
Human Rights, the Commission on he at of Women and the Sub-Commission
on the Prevention of is :iaon a th Prtt.: of Mi atie

15. Reacuests the Su b- t ommission on Prevention of DiscriminationI and
Protection of Minorities t> undertake the intial otudy of the materials
received under the tern f t resolution, to report thereon to the
Comission on Human R s and to submit c t an reommndations for
consideration by the ommission

16. invites the Com ision oo toe Statan of Women to infarn the Comimission
on Human iights of in comnts on the materials it received under the terms
of this resulution, and of' any ra t ma;

17. Requests the Commission on human Raiht to pla~n for proumpt and
effective cansideration of the erodioports in the Iight o t omments
and recommenda ti ns oi the Su-Commission on a revention of Discrimiation

and Protection of Minorities sod th fonmisnion on the Status of Women;

18. hRequests the Commission on Hman i to establish an ad hoc

committee cmmose of persons chosen from its members, havin as its mandate
the study and evaluation of the periodic reports and other information received
under the term s of this resolution, and, in toe iat o> the comments,
observations and recommend tions : the Commissi n 0on the Status of Women and
of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination an Prot ction of
Minorities, to, cousIons and recommendations
of an objective charaoter; the ad hoc committee will meet be:ore the session
of the Commission and must recart ito findings t. toe Comminsion na later

than one week prioru to the end a) the Commiston' s session; it shall nure

all necessary co-ordination with aysp& 0ialized agency in onsierin any
question or matter dealt with in to r vs report.

1392nd -len -ry meeting,
28 July 1965
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ANNEX II

Resolution 12 (XXII) of the Commission on Human Rights
adopted at its 888th meeting, on 2 April 1966

PERIODIC REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS

The Commission on Human Rights,

Having given preliminary consideration to the reports, information and

comments on civil and political rights for the priod from 1 January 1963 to

30 June 1965 received under Economic and Social Council resolution 1074 C
(XXXIX),

Noting that since the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities began its initial study of the material, a number of
additional reports have been received,

Bearing in mind that the Commission on the Status of Women found it

possible to make certain comments in its area of concern despite the relatively
small amount of information available to it,

Taking into account the resolution concerning periodic reports on human
rights adopted by the Commission on the Status of Women at its 444th meeting,
on 24 February 1966, in which the Commission, inter alia, suggested that in

their reports, in addition to describing provisions specifically related to
women, Goverunents should give more information as to whether the other
legislative and administrative provisions described apply without discrimination

on the grounds of sex; urged those Governments which had not yet submitted

full reports on civil and political rights to do so as soon as possible; and
requested the Commission on Huaan Rights to give full weight, in considering
re orts from Goveriments and specialized agencies, and information from non-

governmental organizations in consultative status, to measures already taken
to improve the status of women and to the pressing need for Governments to
take further measures in this field,

Noting that the comments, ooservations and recommendations of the Commission
on the Status of Women were not available at the time the ad hoc Committee on
Periodic Reports began its consideration of the matter,

Considering that, upon preliminary consideration of the materials received,
certain features, including those noted in the resulutions adopted by the
Sub-Commission and the Commission on the Status of Women, of developments in
civil and political rights may be tentatively discerned,

Expressing the hope that further reports on civil and political rights from

Governments and specialized agencies, as well as other relevant documentation,
may be received by the next session of the Commission,
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1. Expresses its gratitude to those Governments which have submitted

reoorts on civil and political rights covering the period from 1 January

1963 to 30 June 1965, in accordance with Economic and Social Council

resolution 1074 C (XXXIX);

2. Urges those Governments which have not yet submitted full reports

on civil and political rights for the period under review to do so as soon

as possible;

3. Encourages Governments to include in their reports material relating

to difficulties encountered in achieving the standards proclaimed in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights;

4. Considers that the information received covering the period under

review indicates limited but significant progress in some countries in the

field of civil and political rights, especially in dealing with racial

discrimination and religious intolerance, in the enjoyment of the right to

vote, in the administration of justice and in equal rights for men and

women;

5. Emphasizes the value of objective information received from non-

governmental organizations in consultative status;

6. Decides that, in addition to considering information on economic,

social and cultural rights, it will continue the study and evaluation of

information received in the field of civil and political rights, and prepare

further recommendations, at its next session;

7. Requests the Secretary-General to draw the attention of Governments,

specialized agencies and non-governmental organizations to the 
various elements

of the reports received this year, as set out by the Rapporteur of the ad hoc

Committee on Periodic Reports in paragraph 14 of his study (E/CN.4/AC.20/L.1

and Corr.1), as a possible guideline for future reports;

8. Requests the Secretary-General to make available to the ad hoc

Committee on Periodic Reports in 1967:

(a) An up-to-date supplement to the presently available 
memorandum on

the st tus of multilateral international agreements in the field of human rights

(b) The documents containing the texts (or extracts from) decisions

taken by United Nations bodies, on human rights questions, prepared in

accordance with Economic and Social Council resolution 1102 (XL).
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Resolution 2 (XIX) of the Commission on the Status of Women,

adopted at its 444th meeting, on 24 February 1966

PERIODIC REPORTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS

The Commission on the Status of Women:

Recalling the provisions of Economic and Social Council resolution

1074 C (XXXIX) of 28 July 1965 concerning periodic reports on human rights

and reports on freedom of information,

Conscious of the value for the work of the Commission on the Status

of Women of full and up-to-date reports by Governments, specialized agencies

and non-governmental organizations in cunsultative status, as provided for

by the aforesaid resolution,

1. Welcomes the revised system of periodic reporting on human rights

established by Economic and Social Council resolution 1074 
C (XXXIX) as an

effective instrument for the promotion of human rights;

2. Expresses its gratitude to those Governments which have submitted

full reports on civil and political rights covering the period 
from 1

January 1963 to 30 June 1965 in accordance with the aforesaid resolution;

3. Urges those Governments which have not yet submitted full 
reports

on the subject mentioned above to do so as soon as possible;

4. Notes with particular satisfaction that during 
the period in

question several Governments took positive 
steps to promote and ensure

the political and civil rights of women, including 
general legislative

provisions granting equal civil and political 
rights and specific provisions

granting equal rights with respect to private and 
public law, voting,

holding public office, membership of professions, jury service, inheriting

and possessing property, marriage, equal pay, 
nationality and official

assistance for employment;

5. Suggests that in their reports, in addition to describing

provisions specifically related to women, Governments 
should give more

information as to whether the other legislative and administrative pro-

visions descrioed apply without discrimination on grounds of sex;

6. aphasizes the value of comments on women's civil and political

rights submitted by certain non-governmental orgganizations 
in consultative status;

7. Learns with pleasure that some non-governmental organizations 
in

consultative status which work in the field of women's 
activities and which

have not yet submitted comments intend to do so in the future;
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8. Suggests further that, as well as providing information under

the terms of paragraph 12 of resolution 1074 C (XXXIX), non-governmental

organizations in consultative status be given 
an opportunity to submit

additional comments after having studied reports provided 
by Governments

in accordance with the same resolution;

9. Requests the Commission on Human Rights to give full weightsin

considering reports from Governments, specialized agencies and non-

governmental organizations in consultative status, to 
measures already

taken to improve the status of women and to the pressing need for

Governments to take further measures in this field.
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AlINEX IV

Parayraph 14 of the Happorteur's Study
Requested at the third meeting of the

ad hoc Committee on Periodic Reports on Human Rights

CE/ON.4/915, Annex)
(E/CN.4/AC.20/L.l and Corr.1)

D. Observations concerning form of reports

14. The methods adopted for the submission of reports were heterogeneous.
Taken as a whole the reports from Governments included the following elements:

(a) A retrospective account of developments in the human rig:hts field;

(b) A description of the actual situation at the time the report was
subnitLed. In certain cases this was divided up by reference to the
different rights enumerated in the Universal Declaration;

(c) Summaries of constitutional or legislative provisions designed
to deal with difficulties in certain cases indicated in (a) and (b) above;

(d) Accounts of court judgements designed to deal with difficulties
in certain cases indicated in (a) and (b) above;

(e) Accounts of administrative measures or social action, for example
in the educational field, designed to deal with difficulties in certain
cases indicated in (a) and (b) above;

(f) Replies to non-governmental organizations containing comments
on the situation regarding difficulties in certain cases described in
(a) and (b) above;

(g) An account of the likely future course of developments.

Although no one Government produced a report as comprehensive as that indicated
in the preceding sub-sections, elements of the above were contained in all
reoorts. Some reports dealt fully and frankly with the difficulties encountered
and with the measures adopted to deal with them. Others merely tabulated
provisions from the constitution or quoted legislative enactments.
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In paragraph 11 of resolution 1074 0 (XXXIX), the Council invited the

specialized agencies "to continue their contributions to the periodic reports

on human rights, in accordance with this schedule and with the provisions of

Council resolution 624 B (XXII) of 1 August 1956, by submitting reports as they

deem appropriate, and by assisting bodies examining the reportst.

In accordance with these two paragraphs of resolution 1074 C (XOUIX), I

have the honour, on behalf of the Secretary-General, to invite the International

Development Association, if the Association so wishes, to suLnit a report on

economic, social and cultural rights covering the period 1 January 1963 to

30 June 1966. For your convenience, I enclose herewith a copy of the full text

of the resolution (see Annex I).

I should also like to draw your attention to resolution 12 (XXII) relating

to periodic reports on human rights, adopted by the Commission on Human Rights

on 2 April 1966, and to resolution 2 (XIX) relating to the sane subject, adopted

by the Commission on the Status of Women on 24 February 1966. Copies of both

these resolutions are enclosed herewith (see Annexes II and III respectively).

As requested by the Commission on human Rights in paragraph 7 of resolution 12

(XXII), I wish to draw your attention to the various elements of the reports

received in 1966, as set out by the Rapporteur of the ad hoc Committee on

Periodic Reports in paragraph 1i of his study (E/CN.4/915, Annex), as a possible

guideline for future reports. The text referred to by the Coinission is

enclosed herewith (see Annex IV).

The Secretary-General was requested by the Council, in paragraph 14 of

resolution 1074 C (XXXIX), to forward the information received from Manber

States and specialized agencies in full - together with a subject and country

index - to the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection

of Minorities, the Commission on the Status of Women and the Commission on

Human Rights. As a consequence of this request, the material placed before

these bodies is arranged alphabetically by countries. You may wish to consider
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whether the material forwarded by you might similarly be arranged by countries,

though of course this matter is entirely for you to decide.

Since the Sub-CoLission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of

kinorities - the first of the three bodies mentioned above to consider the

reports - is scheduled to meet early in 1967, I should be most grateful if the

report of your Organization could reach us not later than 1 November 1966.

Yours sincerely,

Kamleshwar Das
Officer in Charge

Division of Human Rights
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TO:

FROM-
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Your reference: OR 421/1(21st) July 29, 1966

Dear Sir:

Ihe President has asked mae to acknowledge your note verbale
dated July d, 1966, and enclosure, and to thank you for advising
him that ve Twenty-First reg-ular es ion of the General Assemoy
will convene at ^2 .cl. on, Septemoer 2 , 1900, in e York.

I am pleased to infon you that the Bank will be represented
at the se,.ion by Mr. Federico Cons olo, Specii Representative for

United Nationls rganizations, and Mr. Lewis Perinbam, Liaison
Officer. I should appreciate it if 1ll information and document-
ation relating to the se, ion could be sent directly to Mr. Consolo

at thi addre-.

nincerely yours,

ichael L. Hoffman
Arociate Director

Deve'.oment : ervice e~.rtaent

The Honorable UJ Thant
Secretary General
United laatiuns.
New York 17, N.Y.

cc: Mr. dishart
r. Consol o

CEiT L FIL Y ith incoming correspondence

MLH:bmb
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CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: :em--See 6-25

DATED: 7 uly , 796K

TO: The Executive Dire t

FROM: The >eo>etm<

FILED UNDER: - - -t. Insurance hater

SUMMARY: Re: For the information o? the Exeutive Jirector the fllowing i fthe
text of a letter [r Mr. oods to U Ta , dted July 2 Y96.



Nn. 69 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(2. 66)RNSTUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

NA IOINAI 'I DEVFLOPMENT INTERNAT[ONAL FINANCE
ASS IAT IiON CORFPORATION

Date
!,JILFING ,LI1' July 28, 1966

Name Room No

Mr. Hof fmar--

To h ale Note and File

Apnropriate Disposition Note and Return
Doroval Prepare Reply

CommentPer Our Conversation
Ful 1 RepQort Recommendat ion

Inf, o rmat ion Signature

nitial -Send On
Remarks

For information.

G. D. Woods

F- -- -

- ---- .... --- ---- -------
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CAULE ADDRE68 • UNATIONS NEWYORK -ADU LEK t YELt1iARpIg1Li

OR 421/1 (21st)

The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents

his compliments to the President of the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development

and, in accordance with rule 11 of the rules of procedure of the

General Assembly, has the honour to state that the twenty-first

regular session of the Assembly will convene at 3 pm. on

Tuesday, 20 September 1966, at Headquarters in New York. A copy

of the provisional agenda (document A/6350) is enclosed.

The Secretary-General has the honour to request that the

names of representatives who will attend the meetings of the

General Assembly be conmunicated to him as soon as possible.

22 July 1966
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UNITED NATIONS Distr.

GENERAL

GEN ERAL A6350

ASSEMLY U' 22 July 1966A S S E M B L Y ENGLISH

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH/FRENCH/
SPANISH

Twenty-first session

PROVISIONAL AGENDA OF THE TWENTY-FIRST REGULAR
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

To convene at Headquarters, New York, on
Tuesday, 20 September 1966, at 3 p.m.

66-19009
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1. Opening of the session by the Chairman of the delegation of Italy.

2. Minute of silent prayer or meditation.

5. Credentials of representatives to the twenty-first session of the

General Assembly:

(a) Appointment of the Credentials Ccmmittee;

(b) Report of the Credentials Committee.

4. Election of the President.

5. Constitution of the Main Committees and election of officers.

6. Election of Vice-Presidents.

7. Notification by the Secretary-General under Article 12, paragraph 2, of the

Charter of the United Nations.

8. Adoption of the agenda.

9. General debate.

10. Report of the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization.

11. Report of the Security Council.

12. Report of the Econcmic and Social Council.

13. Report of the Trusteeship Council.

14. Report of the International Atomic Energy Agency,

15. Election of five non-permanent members of thc Security Council.

16. Election of nine members of the Economic and Social Council.

17. Election of five members of the International Court of Justice.

18. Appointment of the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

19. Election of the members of the International law Commission.

20. Admission of new Members to the United Nations.

21. United Nations Emergency Force:

(a) Report on the Force;

(b) Cost estimates for the maintenance of the Force.
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22. Co-operation between the United Nations and the Crganization of African
Unity: report of the Secretary-General /resolution 2011 (XX) of
11 Cctober 1965 and decision of 21 December 19657

23. Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples: report of the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples /resolutions
2012 (XX) of 12 October 1965, 2022 (XX) and 2023 (XX) of 5 November i65,
2024 (XX) of 11 November 1965, 2063 (XX), 2C65 (XX), 2066 (XX), 2c67 (xx),
2068 (XX), 2c69 (XX), 2070 (XX), 2071 (XX) and 2072 (xx) of 16 December 1965,
2073 (XX), 2074 (XX) and 2075 (Xx) of 17 December 1565, 2105 (XX) of
20 December 1965, and 2107 (XX), 2111 (XX) and 2112 (XX) of 21 December 1965/.

24. Report of the Ccmmittee for the International Co-operation Year /decision
of 16 December 1965/.

25. Installation of mechanical means of voting: report of the Secretary-General
/decision of 21 December 1965/.

26. Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons: report of the Conference of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament /resolution 2028 (XX) of
19 November 1965/.

27. Question of general and complete disariament: _report of the Conference of
the Eighteen-Nation Cemmittee on Disarmament /resolution 2031 (XX) of
3 December 196/.

28. Urgent need for suspension of nuclear and thermonuclear tests: report of
the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament /Fresolution
2032 (XX) of 5 December 19627.

29. Question of convening a conference for the purpose of signing a convention
on the prohibition of the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons: report
of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament /decision

of 3 December 1962/.

30. International co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space: report of
the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space /resolution 2150 (XX) of
21 December 1962.

31. The Korean question: report of the United Nations Commission for the
Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea /resolution 2152 (xx) of
21 December 1965/.

32. Report of the Ccmmissioner-General of the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East /resolution 2052 (XX) of

15 December 1965f.
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35. Ccmprehensive review: of the whole question of peace-keeping operations in
all their aspects: report of the Special Ccmmittee on Peace-keeping
Operations /resolution 2053 (XX) of 15 December 1965/.

54. The policies of apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa:
report of the Special Committee on the Policies of partheid of the

Government of the Republic of South Africa /resolution 2054 (X) of
15 December 15657.

35. Effects of atomic radiation: report of the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atcmic Radiation /resolution 2078 (XX) of

18 December 19657.

36. Peaceful settlement of disputes decision of 18 December 1965/.

37. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, report of the Trade
and Development Board /resolution 2C85 (XX) of 20 December 1965.

38. Establishment of a United Nations capital development fund. report of the
Ccmmittee on a United Nations Capital Development Fund /resolution 2042 (XX)

of 8 December 1965/.

59. United Nations Development Decade: report of the Secretary-General
/resolution 2084 (XX) of 20 December 1965/.

40. Accelerated flow of capital and technical assistance to the developing
countries: report of the Secretary-General / 7 esolution 2C88 (XX) of
20 December 15657.

41. Activities in the field of industrial development:

(a) Report of the Committee for Industrial Development /Fesolution 2089 (XX)

of 20 December 1965/;

(b) Report of the Ad Hoc Ccmmittee on the United Nations Organization for
Industrial Development /idem/;

(c) Confirmation of the appointment of the Executive Director of the
United Nations Organization for Industrial Development /idem/.

42. Regional development /decision of 24 September 19657.

43. Inflation and econcmic development: report of the Secretary-General
/decision of 24 September 19657.

411. Decentralization of the econcmic and social activities of the United Nations

/decision of 20 December 19657.

45. Conversion to peaceful needs of the resources released by disarmament:

report of the Secretary-General /resolution 2092 (XX) of 20 December 1965/.
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46. Permanent sovereignty over natural resources /decision of 20 December 1965/.

47. Population growth and economic development /7ecision of 20 December 19627.

48. World campaign for universal literacy /resolution 2043 (XX) of 8 December 196,/

49. United Nations Institute for Training and Research: report of the Executive
Director of the Institute /resolution 2044 (XX) of 8 December 1965/.

50. Cperational activities for development:

(a) Activities of the United Nations Development Programme resolution
2029 (XX) of 22 November 1962/;

(b) Activities undertaken by the Secretary-General.

51. Programme of studies on multilateral food aid: report of the Secretary-
General /resolution 2096 (XX) of 20 December 1962/.

52. Review and reappraisal of the role and functions of the Economic and Social
Council: report_ of the Secretary-General Resolution 2097 (XX) of
20 December 1965/.

53. General review of the programmes and activities in the econcmic, social,
technical co-operation and related fields of the United Nations, the
specialized agencies, the International Atomic Energy Agency, the United
Nations Children's Fund andall other institutions and agencies related to
the United Nations system /resolution 2098 (XX) of 20 December 196f/.

54. International Tourist Year ficoncmic and Social Council resolution 1108 (XL)
of 7 March 19667.

55. World social situation /resolution 2035 (XX) of 7 December 19657.

56. Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

57. Draft Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
/resolution 1921 (XVIII) of 5 December 196f.

58. Elimination of all forms of racial discrimination:

(a) Measures to implement the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination /resolution 2017 (XX) of
1 November 19657;

(b) Status of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination: report of the Secretary-General /resolution
21C6 A (XX) of 21 December 1965/.

59. Manifestations of racial prejudice and national and religious intolerance
resolution 2019 (XX) of 1 November 1967.
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60. Elimination of all forms of religious intolerance:

(a) Draft Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Religious
Intolerance /resolution 2020 (XX) of 1 November 1965/;

(b) Draft International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Religious Intolerance /idem/.

61. Freedom of information:

(a) Draft Convention on Freedom of Information /resolution 2061 (XX) of

16 December 19657;

(b) Draft Declaration on Freedom of Information /idem/.

62. Creation of the post of United Nations itc Commissioner for Human Rights

/resolution 2062 (xx) of 16 December 15•

63. Draft International Covenants on Human Rights /resolution 2C80 (XX) of

20 December 1965/.

64. International Year for Human Rights:

(a) Programme of measures and activities to be undertaken in connexion with

the International Year for Human Rights §resolution 1961 (XVIII) of
12 December 1965/:

(b) Report of the Preparatory Committee for the International Conference
on Human Rights [resolution 2081 (XX) of 20 December 1965/.

65. Information from lion-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article 75 e

of the Charter of the United Nations:

(a) Report of the Secretary-General Fesolution 2109 (XX) of
21 December 19657;

(b) Report of the Special Ccmmittee on the Situation with regard to the

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to

Colonial Countries and Peoples /Tdem/.

66. Question of South West Africa: report of the Special Committee on
the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on

the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples /resolution

2074 (XX) of 17 December 19657.

67. Special educational and training programmes for South West Africa:- report

of the Secretary-General /resolution 2076 (XX) of 17 December 1965/.
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63, Question of Territories under Portuguese administration: report of the

Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of

the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and

Peoples /esolution 2107 (XX) of 21 December 1965/.

69. Special training programme for Territories under Portuguese administration:

report of the Secretary-General /resolution 2108 (XX) of 21 December i96./.

70. Question of Fiji: report of the Special Ccmmittee on the Situation with

regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples fresolution 2068 (XX) of

16 December 1965/.

71. Question of Oman:

(a) Report of the Special Ccmmittee on the Situation with regard to the

Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to

Colonial Countries and Peoples /resolution 2073 (XX) of l7 December 196/

(b) Report of the Secretary-General /Idem/.

72. Offers by Member States of study and training facilities for inhabitants of

Eon-Self-Governing Territories: report of the Secretary-General _resolution

2110 (XX) of 21 December 1965/.

73. Financial reports and accounts for the financial year ended 31 December 1965

and reports of the Board of Auditors:

(a) United Nations;

(b) United Nations Children's Fund:

(c) United N1ations Relief and Wcrks Agency for Palestine Refugees in the

lear East;

(d) Voluntary funds administered by the United Dations High Commissioner

for Refugees.

(4. Supplementary estimates for the financial year 1966.

75. Dudget estimates for the financial year 1967.

76. Pattern of conferences: report of the Secretary-General /-esolution 2116 (xx)
of 21 December 1965/.
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77. Appointments to fill vacancies in the membership of subsidiary bodies of
the General Assembly:

(a) Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary 0uestions;

(b) Committee on Contributions;

(c) Board of Auditors;

(d) United Nations Administrative Tribunal.

78. Scale of assessments for the apportionment of the expenses of the United
Nations: report of the Committee on Contributions.

79. Audit reports relating to expenditure by specialized agencies and the
International Atomic Energy Agency:

(a) Earmarkings and contingency authorizations from the Special Account
of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance;

(b) Allocations and allotments from the Special Fund.

80. Administrative and budgetary co-ordination of the United Nations with the
specialized agencies and the International Atcmic Energy Agency:

(a) Report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions;

(b) Report of the Secretary-General.

81. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances of the
United Nations and the Specialized Agencies /resolution 2019 (XX) of
13 December 19657.

82. Personnel questions:

(a) Composition of the Secretariat: report of the Secretary-General;

(b) Other personnel questions.

83. Report of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board.

84. United Nations International School: report of the Secretary-General
/resolution 2123 (XX) of 21 December 1965/.

85. Reports of the International Law Commission on the second part of its
seventeenth session and on its eighteenth session.

86. Draft Declaration on the Right of Asylum /resolution 2100 (XX) of
20 December 19657.
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87. Technical assistance to prcmote the teaching, study, dissemination and wider
appreciation of international law: report of the Secretary-General
/Tesolution 209) (XX) of 20 December ]16/.

88. Consideration of principles (.f international law concerning friendly
relations and co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations:

(a) Report of the 1 -66 Special Committee on Principles of International Law
concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States /resolution
2103 (XX) of 20 December 19657;

(b) Report of the Scretary-Ceneral on methcds of fact-finding resolution
2104 (XX) of 20 December 1965/.

89. Progressive dove Lopmiect c the law of international trade /resolution
2102 (XX) of 20 December 1965/.

90. Conclusion of an international agreement on legal principles governing the
activities of States in the exploration and conquest of the moon and other
celestial bodies /item proposed by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(A/6341)7.
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FOR 0 92 ORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM

F ROM DATED

Secretary-General of the Uni Nallne
New York, New York
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Second Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts
to Examine the Finances of the UN and Specialized
Agencies.

Addressed and
RLEFRR.ED TO DATE RECEIVED

Mr. Woods July 21, 1966 jgy



FoRM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Geoffrey M. Wil# DATE: July 20, 1965

FROM: Robert W. Cavanaugh

SUBJECT:

As you requested I am attaching a schedule showing the

percentage contributions of "Part I" countries to the U.N.

Regular Budgets.

cc: Mr. Broches
Mr. Demuth
Mr. Kamarck

Attachment

RW iCavanaugh:emk



LUI'TiUA?'t~ L RE49_0091 TOTION AND DiV iLGPMENT

Asessmntc of "Part it Countries in
9.7..-r inc~ai~

U.. eglt rBd:t

N ations Percntae
mssessmen of a; regate of

ntry ( ) "PartbI" Assesments

Austrai 1. 2.31
Aus tria 0.53 .7;

Belgium 1.19 1 70
"anaa 3.17 4.69
iemark 0.62 .92
Finland 0.o346
France 6.*09 2002

eray6.09 1/ 9.02
Italy 2.5ti 3.76
Jasoan 2.77 I.10
Su wait 0. 6 .09
Luxemboarg; o 09 40
netherloands 1.11 1.59
ormay 0.Jj4 .65

outhLK Africa 0.92 .77
rweden 1.26 1.8?

nit Kingdom 7 .21 10068
United State 31.91 97.29

67.>3 100.001

1/ 9 akes no contributionr to U.N.
Rate for ti; puose shown with same rate asrnce.

anuce ivision
July 20, 1)69



July 15, 1966

"r. Federico onsolo
hotel des Bergues
Geneva
Cultmerlan

ear Fred:

am sorry that I haven, t written to ou befor e this
to acknowledge receipt of your various messages. I have been having
trouble with my back ever since the end or May and have been in the
Cffice only on a part-time basis. As a result of that, and of a
tremendous amount of accunulated work, ny time has been scarce.

I am going into the hospital next Tuesday to have
another operation on Wednesday which wi l keep me out of the fCfice
until after Labor Day. You will, however, be back-stopped by
Mike Hoffmaan during nyabsence.

You asked about iEr. coods' appearance before the
Cormittee of 14. It went off very well. I haven't time now to
describe it in detail , but hirley has written it up for the next
"'ewsletter and you will get most of the story there.

ome interesting statete appear to have been made
before F: and I thank you for snding us copies. It would be
usofu if you could, gether with the text, give us the kind of
surrary that could be circulated around the Bank, since there are
a large nmber or our colleagues who are interested in what is
going on.

I trust that both you and 1 ysia are in good health
and are enjoying yourselves in Geneva.

th best wishes from both nice an ne.

S ccrel y yours,

,. !ichard d. Demut

RHID dm
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FoRM No. 7F INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

(2-60) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATI( AL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPO ATION ASSOCI ATION

Date

ROUTING SLIP July 7, 1966

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Wis t 1220

Files

o Iland lie Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply
Comment Per Our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation

j Information Signature

initial Send On
REMARK S

Attached is a copy of the corrected
Provisional Summary Record of Mr. Woods'
appearance before the Ad Hoc Committee of
Eyperts at the U.N.

F rom Richard H. Demuth



FoRm No. 8 iNTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(9-62) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

Date

ROUTIN G SLIP July 5, 1966

N ame Room No.

r Demuth

Action Note and File

Approval I Note and Return
Comment Prepare Reply

Full Report Previous Papers

Information Recommendation

Initial Signature

Remarks

Please go through the record of this

meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee of
Experts, in which I participated, and

ensure that I have been correctly

reported.

G. D. Woods

F rom



July 7, 1966

SPECUL DELIVERY

Dear Sir:

I enclose two copies of the Provisional Summary Record
(A/AC.124/SR.73), dated June 29, of the Seventy-Third Ieeting
of the Ad Hoc Comnittee of Experts to bamine the Finances of
the United Nations and Specialized Agencies, on which corrections
have been made in the remarks attributed to Mr. George D. Woods,
President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment., and to me. We should appreciate it if the final SuIMary
Record could reflect these changes.

Sincerely ours,

Dire A tor
DevlopentSericea Departmient

Enc.

Chief, Conference and 4eetings Control,
Office of Conference Services,
Room 1104,
United Nations, New York.

8&icey:tsb

ect 1r. Wishart
1r. Jacques Rapoport (U.0)



June 30, 1966

Dear John:

Further to mn letter of June 2i, i now enclose

20 copies of the final report of the aeeting of the

UN-Bank/IDA Liaison Coumittee, held in Washingt on

January 21, 1966.

Wi-th kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Lewis Perinbam
Liaision OJfficer

Development iervices Department

Mr. John Guininess
Special Assistant to the
Je-puty Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs
UNITED NATIONS, New York

LP: bmb



Transmittal blip
CR. 91 (10-63) - E/F

UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

With the compliments

of the

Secretary-General of the United Nations

Avec les compliments

du

Secr6taire general de l'Organisation

des Nations Unies

Jacques p oport.
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UNITED NATIONS ProVI3IONAL

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY sALnlihG E NRI RAA L

OA' E 5II ES OF THE
UNITED NATIOUS AuD T1E S&ILITZED AGENCIE TT

Yor'JROVISIONALU Silk RY RECORD OiF THE SEVET Y-TRIRDZ M2ETIG (Coc)

Held <t IHeadque arer, Sew Yor't,
au1 riday, 24t Junei 1905, at 11 a.m.

COL11 a. 'It

Cnsie~ration. of budgetar1 questions relatIng to the United .tions

sta terent by the Pres: ic:ent of the Internationaol Banh for

Vihte reert Coa thecc t tc ]rn

to t Co t o,

1FIT-
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CSIDEATTIO OF BUJDGETARY QUISTIOUS RLATING TO TE U!ITED NATIQE: TTI7T

The CHAIBMAN invited the Iresident ofV the International Bank* for

Reconstruction and Developent to stato his ideas sn the activities and prgres

of the United Nations and its acencics. Altkou it was not part of the

Committee's terms of reference to examnine the operations and activities of the

Bank, the experience of that agency culd certainly be very useful to it.

Mr. ICOOD (Pres ident, International Bank for Reconstruction ad

Development) said that since its creation the Bnk. had carried out prograMes

in co-operation with any irber: of tc U ed ' tions iaily, inldinG the

United Nactions Development Programe, the United i'ationa Department of ELconomic

and Social Affairs, the secrretariat of te United NAetions Conference on Ie

and Development, FAO, UNESCO and, to a 1esser extent, HO an the ILO

The co-operative programmtes undertaken by the Bank had been concerned

mainly with the development of agriculture and with eduction. Areements had

been concluded for the purpose with FAQ and UNESCO, which were responsible for
ce

FAO and UNESCO had made a contribution to a good number of those

missions and, in addition, had themselves sent out a number of

missions under the cooperative arrangements. Cooperation had also

been established with other members of the United Nations family,

such as the ILD, which had special competence in fields in which

the Bank provided finance. The arrangements with FAO and UNESCO

had, however, been made to meet a particularly urgent need. Because

of the growing number of projects being presented to the Bank in the

two fields of competence of those organizations, it was thought

desirable to obtain the technical cooperation of the two agencies,

making it necessary to set up, within those agencies, new services

to deal with projects under the program.

The ank ci ~ht con& Lad si ilar arrangements with other

agenci si- ta similar need CrLo nwhile, their co-operationwas sought as

barefully and camnted on c; the 3anks technica st f, who often aropoyed
that it should be modified. The >nk bad acted as exeeuting a~Cey for twentesilt
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CON> DFC AICN OF EU'GETAB 0i CTIC RELATING TO THE UTED NATIONS: STATEET
BY ¶ il BUIDLII OF THE INTEhJTIiAL B/NK PO> RECOiUTRCTIONi AND DEVELJOPIWLT

The CH~AIFMAN invited the President of the International Bankh for

Reeonstruction and Developxent to state his ideas on the activities and prograrmes

of the United Mations and its agencies. Although it was not part of tic

Committee's terms of reference to examine the operations and activities of the

Bank, the experience of that could certinly be very useful to it.

Mr. TOODS (Proiant, I te-nr t ioml Ban7 for 1e onstruction nd

D-velopuent) said that since its ctton the 1a L had carried out progra::ses

in co-operation with many oeeter: o9 ti Ulat' :I tion:3 family, including the

United Ntions Developmcnt >rogrme, the United N1tion- De-artment of Econonic

end hocial Affairs, the secretariat of 0o hUnd N tions Conferenc on Trade

and Development, LAO, C1700 and, to a lesser extent, hHO and the ILO.

ITe co-orertive prograsnes undertaen by the Bank had been oncerned

mainly with the dovelorrsent '-2 agriculture and with education, . rrxeents hod

teen concludred for the purpose with FAO and UIPSCO, whichL uere responsible for

the technical sidas. The results had bee:n fairly satisfoetory on the whole, Aince

the conclusion of the co-operation acreenents, the Bonk bad sot 200 m:issions to

menbor countries~ to deal with questions of agricultural development and

eithty-tour rmissions to denot with etc tionvl malters. FAG and ULLC&O h~rndc

a contributinn to a good nouber of those rojocts. C -operation pdalso been

established with other mentors of the Unites tions foi2l ch as the ILO,

which hod special -ocotence in fil ½ in which thof 1 provided finance. The

orrangoes with AO and attO , hover eon ner to rmeet a earticularly

urgent need. Because of th r i rn n er of nrajecots undertaken in the two

fields of co.petence of t e A i-atione it hod been essential to ensure

their collaborati-on an, artieul, to ret o rer sorvi ss for the technicl

- ot etc 2l ui:lr arrunq-ets with ouher

agencies If a sinairlar norl -Ae nubrile, t sir co-c erction was ount as

hti'mugh the 2:a K did 'thv K. trmi oenti n:ohip with UEii, it 1:orhcd
ylos-ly Iith it. t r l

carefully nd cormented umon op the Lak's technical staff, who often roposed

that it should be modified, The Pankc ia actei as executing agency for twenty-eight
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(» oods,_Proesigent_IBP.)

Spe cil Fund pro rots andhad also o-operated in the eecutio of manm other-

un.aeroae mi y ame.ent agen cis wit Ue "am o mn tne t ransit on frmn the

pr-ivesraent to h inve'mr:r phase. There a and there ontinued to ± Nte

reed for the kind cf pre-invctme.n ati' iti f1 : '7 hicn te Sp-cijl f nd ha enee

responsible in crier to ensure the peaain o an ever grcarin ntoer o pr io rity

proj. ics wnin t i nt r lranai manc' <n : ticns and Covern mnts ccM Lince.

It should be pointed out in tht connex thPt e? had so far/ben doing

excellnt work.

The United 7ations Conferencee on Trade and Devlopment had also rendred groat

service to th under-dev:eoed counri s . The ao"nda of the first Conference it

mare oseemed too ambitioun, ard soce Ote resolutiono adIoe reflectd

n political interests. T' screa~riot of' the Confererce had ncee l ascceeded

in fonusing attenton on a ceArtain aber of serious probles which dese rved

priori y conie tion . Tio e'plesmi be cited: first, the ne to chance

exitia g t pat;er in ord to enlare the markets for tho or's of

Kevelopin:- con;ris na, secont, t 7 pr2ole. that eoo"smie >ucouattons in their

exporot earings'0 ereat:ed for th'2e.<rlotn coutries0. Therc was sotill a da'nger,

howeve r, that 'he Confeenc 2>i0 tlose so.e of its2 > ectivoeess thougoh too

frequent meet; in an throug h i esire o Vit menters to tZale too many

questins at a seO.

The:> Centre foin hia view, ;as a lows happy 'ample

oaeveopm;ent agency>J. It was necessary, of ecurse, to encou7e idtlr1i

'rowth tin1 10f t on '0 'o:trieS , '20 P I's mifficult to se V at functions anl

inter-gocvernh'ntral an cu'ld7 '':ort in th ' roet. FIrsP of all, it was

uifficult iA : mn rn ed that nr- to sacit =uAficintly c -o tent Vtaff with

to ertablicha and hew. E: o ':1. 'oll toe >otre ot' tcc:, that nas a ta' k which it

wasf pratically imptos.itie to carry ou te wo7') leel. Uhat was. recuied was,

atea r0e'ic Or even 0 ntional a'7)2jch,a on thm ie natural re'sourcesoand

ainor Sit<' tion of eacv country. 'andly, te Caentr A 'o 0e designed

primariy to ser'ecaw a, tot' ial advisew to Gernments, 'whereas in ' s view

st > Goernments ce o mo wipdoI to opeate induotrial plants effectively. That
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(Mr. Woods, President, IB5P)

was nat a Matter of ideoooy, but a fact . Gover:ments had a political volt to play

which did not nees'sarily co -cide t 'It th 'ucIties r a'u ired for the dietIon of

industry, Tat di- ot men th' t tie Ce nr -ncold not o useful ror: in rard to

the exchan'e of Cthical information and to economic stas, but bforeu its

activities were'ao anded:a1, ituld Le a ood ideua to considor vary c'ure.lly iT

far its work so for hn been e'ective and in what ;ays its contribution could be

impravod tlhromuh aditional funds.

Goeter'lly speain, he con: idea th7t t meWbers of the United 'ations family

wer'e a'tacin; too many problems at th -. some tire in the field of deld0oment .

neet K"elra so 1lreat that thu tempLain to satisfy the- all 1 iutaneousl .1as

enorios. it must, hovear, be reisted. The Ine oC Fpreading

the available rsou-rces, which wer: already very inrdeuate, too thin as th7at the

estl thiln- were not done. He constdred that the Comtt usefully

invitoever nunt to concontrate their at -teno on a limited nu.er of ttjor

objecttivestt, c-nfin thes.elv>s to -r ts i eeied to hat-e th a rat st

ehance of su cces. G-ver -n en- 's lves were often respos I or Lhoct i

of resources, because tuy eonstarIr> asked the United Nat ions aencies to usnr re

new activ itios in non-ptriOity foelds. The obsrvations the Con-ittee ilht ske on

the cu as woul en-ou'a the Aus of t-e cretaritts of' the p oc iali z

ancis~ to adopt a wirme' line t C atwith Goe ets

It addtion, the programmes o ttheUnited _tion and its a eincs shoul be

directed rove toards or'tial and les t I Ird resarc acuti-ities - in Other

words, t'he nber of st'dec 2ou dA Ke reduced in Kavour C- practical action in the

fiel,. nd to that end more teuhnica e.perts and fewe' amnistrators shauld be

recri'½tted. Tere u'aain Lile trend in- uestion was due 4-o Govr nents, since thay all

too often w a or ieearchu tob undeLtat:n wis aro' e-e to.

po0stponeL~ eaeu -ya~ieel dec'isions . The evulgin a' co5>etIles theselvs er

Tie crmitteo mai iht d-ra to atu.2ntion W such Go'ernimtu to the fact that they

we'e the 'is to~ suffe r tr'm'ta t a t tulea

To cog'at tha i U'it-d tio; systs cu c trate nt nauoe range .'Ott"m Y

of activiti-s of a more oprtional t>utdid nt in any uau mean tha- its

activities in the ie o outent :huld be reduced. Cn the contrary, he was;

A.-.
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(Mr . Woods, President, IBRD)

be en encached upon. A:s far ashe was conerned, all United. Nations

Mr a CiTUHA (Argenmtina) zead that ca distinecion should be dran betwee n

areas in whch the United Nains could make recomsendations to the Eana, as a

specialized agenccy, and areas whic:h fell within the Bankcts exclusivre com petencei.

The tact none the less remained that it weasI imortant for Article 58 to b~e respcted:

and for the Bank to follo: the scae corse as the UlnitedI Nahtions.

Mr. Wocds ha zpohen of the pr&oles facing the Bank as a development

organization. As, however, the sol tion of those problemcs probably prese~ntedl fewer

difficulties for the Bank, which dlid not have to concern itself writh political

questions, than for Member States, it wo ld be interesting to kinow how the Bank

e'ncouraged the a plicat ion of develoment progrcames and what criteria it ob served

in the choiceo of pro jets . He asked. whether the lat ter were chosen for technical,

geographical or priority reasons. It would aliso be useful to Tnow how. the Bank

contributed. to preitrescment studies in countries wt serlu inancal hifiltie is

Mr . WOODS5 (President, International Bank for Reconstruction anda

Developmenot) replied that those questions called for detailedi explanationis which in

was impossible for hime to supply in the short timce available. IL the Ad Hc

Coznittee wished, a briefing on the su. fet could be ortanized.,

The main problem facing the Bank was how to obtain funds. The Bankwa- experiencing the utmost difficulty in selling its bonds on theworld capital markets; during the financial year 1965-1966, forexample, the sole markets in which B..nk bonds would have been pub-licly sold would be Canada and the United States. Durin the fnncial year ended 30 June 1965, the nysc akt a eni hUnited State aaa th e onerly eulcho er any had een in the
IDA was not in a poiida o V the Fedraruket; tednor co rland,
were its principal source of funds.

2.VAN GRELVFIlC: (France) raecalled thatL IBiD parti.cipcate in

ar -invstment studies, cc;pplied te chnical assisteace by rakingcr its exprt avtoiailablc

to Sautes who requested them, acnd had also sot up tudy bureaux, eor example at

'Uj.,,
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had ever been enroache upon. A U1 ,a 1s . was ecneernd, al Ua nit N at i

recoenaai on were wecomcteand weeed4e n attenti7on Joy-e dy e- emtr

da7 CURAII7 (Argentina) said t:7at a distinction1 shul be dr beitween 1

areasTp inwjich the Unt ite 1Nations2. zould n ake7 re7om7 ndains' 7 7 to the Bank as a7.

spciled aCncy, and areas wh ich 2ell w7ithin77 the Bank; s exlsv cogtne

The fac2t none22 the lesse remined tha it was irtant for Artic 53 t be rsct

and for the Bank to follo- the same cue 7 s t nt Nation Ir

Mr, Wocds had spokeni of the p.7rbleos facin the Bankrd as a development

cranlii ation. As, howev'-, the sol' tion oL thoe problems probably presented [evr

ifficu'lties for tle Bank, which d not have to concern iJtsel ;ith political

questioens, than71 for Member States;, itc would be ineteresting to know' how the Bane'

encou;raged7 tihce appl ica ion oL develc~opmn po) ro rarcne an'd what crite ria 1t observed'

in thechoic e o pr/ oect. The aska whether the latter were chosenr for tecncl

geograpical or priorit y reason . It would also be useul to know how th Ban:

ontriue to preir;eatment stuies in ecuntries c :i7h 7erio : nanial ificltie.

Mr. WOODS (Presdent, Inte-national Lank for Reconructi and

Developmenct) repl zid that those U<-'7 'uetins ca;2lled ~'' fo .dtale explanations wich it7

was impossible for im to supply in the short tioic availaole. If the A bce

Comittee wished, a r oen tre c7eet cld0 u e organiz .

experiencing" the ut7 s di1 111217~237fficut nsling it bords on th ;ri M capital F 2 rkets;217

manl lf dono. e_- fIes . r T2r we e < se, oFo f coue, th usu: roe

J,6 -,I- -

jl uac I cc 0;-- 7 L'

presnted t lrr Ino th7--at7/2 conn iori hef habu'ove.ton ewwn

preJ. -etl47kl3I 77'0![. stuies7,glid chi alis1ac e oy *akingc itc prs v7n

a who reuested thand hadal set up t-r x r l t
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Mr. WOOD" (President, Frunaina ak o Rcntrcio n

:airbi and Avdjrin. It was thus directl t as ociated with deveont actiiis.

Iwul ce interesting to nlow o, inthat contexeet Presoiid en of the Ban

conceived the Bank's rol in reoton to tue Unted Natios anid the secialize

agencies.,ihi h shrs fcoptnc fths gece

Referrine r. Woodss sgestion that t e at it watoin syste sofulid

n e SOa smaller number of activities, he asked how deveopment planing

might then re viewed an at what level such plan+i o shouI take plae .

Mr. TODS (President, International Bank for Reconstruction and llo

Developn~nt) replied, first, that the Bankc should, in his view,
continue to follow its present policy and to have its experts aei

cooperate with their opposite numbers in the specialized agencies .,
when projects within the spheres of competence of those agencies

were proposed for financing: that was what it was doing with FAO, ILO
UNESCO, H IO, the ILO and ITU.

As far as the French representative ts second question war ccerined, he did not

think it was preferable for co-ordination to be eff>eted in one way rathe~r than

another, or at one level rather than an other. The prime necessity, in that rphere,

nas to consier each case on its norit.

Mr. EMGT (International Bank for Reconstruction and Developaent)
describedthe Blank'sa cooperation with certain specialized agencies,
using FAQ as an example.

ince

or proposed to finance in the field of agriculture were co re d. For its part

FAO presnted its views on the projets it cuosidered the most important and the

best qu alifiezd for priority treet .Similarly, the Bank an FAO often seat joinit

std m'isserions or teams to various~ countries~ to see that nre-inhves tmen_ prog

cer runing~ smoothly. The Bana' srelat ios withi FAO were thus extremelyq cloe,

and that ;;as also true of its relatis wu ith UgEhSCU, Nhi- and IThe ILK.

i ADIIDEJI (Higer ia) recealled tI at the Bank played an importanut role

in esta>lishing consultative groupns on nievoopent pln. As that role required

cloIse co-ordination between the contry cone ned.~ and the '70uld-be dnor countries,

it would be interesting to know; to what degree the Banl: co-operte~d ina tha:tr sphere
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Nair:obi and Aidjan. It waos thus; directly associated with deOvelopment activiti.L

It would be~ inte rest3ing~ to knao.: ha -, in ha context, the Presiden of~ the Ban3k

0cceied the Bant3 role i relati to the UniteJ Ydai nd rhi e specilze

Reiferring to r. Woods's suggstion that the United Nati ons sysem su

concenr trate on a smaller53r number3 of 0Vacivitie, he aked ho3' deve71lopmenut pjlan:nn

miht thon 5e viewed1 fnd at what levelI 2uch p n ll

Development) 'lied, first, that the a shoul, in his view, continue to TC1oo

its present polis uan to have its eyperts co-operate i;h their oaposite Luiber in

the a}pecialized ae cs . Howevera the B~ank could7 scarcely elop the. agencie's except

in the sphere of finn p that was what it -was dcing with 1)CO, JHO, the ILO

As far as the French repres entativ's second question was concerned, he did no

think it was prefesl for co-rdinaion 'o e effected in one way rather than

anot her, or at one level rathr than an other. The' prime noeesity, in that sphr,

was to ctnsidr each case on its meris.

~'r~+/54-(-~~~1O -ri a o erestue t in an4 Developmne nt) adad

a gcuarterly w n a with FAO at i -A 1ll the acFaities 'i3 ithe Ea finand

or prooc o fiance in the fii of a'icltar: were conam:r• Fcr its part,

I.AC e:"iol its oeus on tho ao 'actsi::I osina:d ther :co: it~atanl and th

t ~7Oi '. o err loit' oman• iil aly, the Brinrd lAO aon al -' inta

and tht ws' ls'' rue of i: "ts ~ reatr wit U1:1 C, '.O ind~ . the li.

ADEDE}iJI (Ri ;era)' reclld ha the an: played an importan:t role

in es tablisaing consu:ltativ~e rou n dev o;'enit plans. As tha': role requ:iredi

co Lse co-or Liation hetween the conun try coOnernd and the 30 ol-bes donor3 coun'tr2ies,~

it would 1e interest .ing torow to w.aot de:'ree the BanI: co-operatedC an thSat sphere'

wrih 'the specai erd agecieas.
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As the pre-idvter unon by the Bank and thpcoialized

agencies could give rise to some duplication, ne would like to know w ether that

danger had been avoided, and whait efforts were being made to achieve better

co-ordination.

The President of the Bank had also expzessed the view that the developi g

countries had often been unable to give effect to industrialization policies.

Me of those countries had nevertheless made numerous efforts in that

direction in both the public and the private sectors. They had unfortunately

always come up against a shortage of experts. He accordingly felt that it would

be worth considering the possibility of extending the activities of the future

UNOID to that field, and he would lism to know what Mr. Woods thought.

Latily, as far as the programmes financed by the specialized agencies were

concern i t would be useful to ko whether the Bank had taken any steps to

Mr. DENITH(International Pank for R contruction and Development) saidthat in connection with consultative groupe, periodic econoid.c reportswere prepared, and these were circulated not only to the members of theparticular consultative group but also to all the specialized agenciesconcerned in the development of the particular country.

u o apaticuo: coritry. tne anoi u A-- -

to participate in reports and had also invited UNDP to attend the

meetings of consultative groups. Those seetings made it increasing1y evident

that the consultative groups were being ased to play a role not oly in the

sphere of fina-ig be il inthe rinci0al sct ors of technical assistance.
A

As far as r -inve7tent studi es wer concernedn, they had ner presented

serious problms of duplic tion. In the case of the Bank, ill requests C sch

studies were considerod with the officers of UNhP to determin wh th er Mto

Sprepared to tem. In the saoe way, UNDP commnicated the

requests it receivid to t Bank. Thaias to the consultative groups and the

consultations, it Ud thus been ossible to void durlication to a l c extent.

r. ODA (President. of te In ternational Bnk for Reconstruction and

Development) said thrit the Em k' s tUnty executive directors, ea f whom

represented a group -f member countries, kept abriest of developments in each of

the countries which they repreented. There were constant excinnges of views

with not -nly donor but also recipient countries, so that there was virtually

no duplication.
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(Mr:. Adodeji, Nigeria)

As the pre-invstmenr studi e un.dertaken ty the Bank and the spe ciali zed

ersences oul gie rse o sme uplcation, he would like to know wther that

danger had been avoided, end what efforts were being made to achieve better

co-ordination.

The President of the P n had also expressed the view that the develping

countries had often been unable to sye effect to industrilization policies.

meO af thos countries had neverthclcss made numerous efforts in that

direction in both the public and the private sectors. They had unfortunately

always come up against a shortage of' exerts. He accordingly Pelt that it would

be worth considering the possibility of extending the activities of the future

UNIDI to that field, and he would like to know what Mr. Woods thought.

Lastly, as fa? as tie programmes financed by the speciolized agencies were

concerned, it wold be useful to know whether the Bank had taken any step: to

eva luate the programs it had financed in numerous developing countries.

Mrc. DVAIh (IntcrnasoidThsl aflor headnuinn and Develoment) cold

that ne method used to bring a con isulttie group int play was to prepare an

annualV econlomic report febreitt6latLien to all the opccialized agencies concerned\ 11 the l cinTht ft a -pautial ar cortry. The Bank fte equestd the aecies

to particip Late in $asassygaswd reports and had also invited UDP to attend th e

meecting of consutative grp. T ose *.eetings'made it increasingly evident

tat the consultotive groups were ;eing aoked to playcarol not onl'y in the

sphre f financin bu aic in, 0h tsincili sec:tor's TO e jne a c
A

seriou11 problems o duplicatoen. I:. the case of the Bank, 'all requests fo such

studies w'erei con sideredwci th tha cmi cars of UNDP9 to determine whehe

aam prepared to tem. In. the soe wa y, UNIDP cc uicae h

requests it rceve t the~If ank. T'e a, to t consultats v7e g: rus and the

eon sultation1. it had t us been osile to avoid duplication to aliage extent.

:r. , >ODS (Pres;iaet~ o' t2 InBternio nal1011 Ba for Reconstruction and

Deel oet) so]id tha t the Btk' a ctanty excuctive directors, ech :f wh-om

rep-resen:t a group of me& er coutries, kep t ohb"e'st of developmencts in u-ch of

ther coutriesj' w hi ch they rreseted., Thore; were constant exeanges<0 of' views

writh not anly don~or Lut a lso reecipient countrieas, so thaot there -:as virtueally

no ouplicatio9n.
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The Nigerian representative h", eon qte correct in his comeat: on the

implemenation of industrial developmen olcies. The most urgent problem for

UNI was to recruit skilled tachicians and specialists. If it succeeded in

obtaining the necessary personnel specializing in the extraction and processing of

raw materials it could do a at deal for the developing countries, However, it

was : f Lu1 that UUGID would be able to do so. The Bank had succoeded, over the

years, in obtaining the cssistance of a great miy engineers ad consultants f rom

the business world who were fired it? a desire to aSsi st in the endless task of

in~creasing the productivity 3f the devloping countries. Th ey were, for the must

part, people associated with successful concerns who were persuaded by the Bank

to request' two or three wears' leave of absence from their firms.

The Nigerian representative had referred to the studies which the Bank

carried out wn develoa countries planned to initiate certain programmes. In

actual fact, the Bnk endeavoured to advise and assist member countries whenever

they were faced with a particular problem. In the past twenty years, it had

carried out studies in many different fields. :uch studies ware increasingly

being eont racted out. In some sec, the assistance provided was direct, i. e.

it f o:rm part of the normal robotions between a tun and its clients. In ito

cases, it was provided ;]ointly with certain specialised agencies, cince the

ak maintained close contact with cooitul-exporting countries und often Iollowed

their sugestions rega.ding a particular phase of a programme, the ic of

duplication were reduced to a inows.

Mr. KLUT/ICK (United ststes of America) recalled that the Committee's

task was to set in order the finances of the United Natins, which had rising

annuAl expenoS and a serious decit still to aroke u. In toe opinion of ome,

that moant that1 the Comsitte mustc rec end reduetions in l expenditire. H1e

wondered whether the: President of tne n ad any advice to offer in that regard.

He ha a lready suggested that ep a. is shoucld be pieced on operattonsl aetivi ties.

as it not import anat to establish2 an atosee of mutual truss ands to prove

to Cover;nments tat the fun:ds me ; availblie to the United Nations were being

wisely used? The Bank worked under i i;hly laou;ace conditions, so that its

Presi dent might be in a posi tin to indicate ways of creating that atmosphere and

of gaining recognition of the fact tshat a strict choice of priorities would he

L in I,..
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in the interess of all countrIes. if th-t ataphe-re of mutual trust culd be

trought about, more fns wuld 3 suxrl be feothicoming,.

r. 2 (President of the Interational Bank for Reconstruction and

Developent) ~areed that in general te a dd perhaps succeed bet ser and more

spedily in achieving its aims, but that nas not ahays the case. Because it

soratd accordinrg to business princi les it soetimes omet ,ith resistance, and

he d found that time was often needed to overeme the distrust which the presence

of a batnkesr aroused.

2r a no question that ieniders were more accomsmodating when they knew

that their money was belng rigorcusly ad inistered. Hence, if it vat demonstrated

that , trict sontrel : eci Car Ienoitur&, particularly t1e cst o

studieus and rose-re>, it would~ preoly be easer to fill the coffers of the

United. Nations. The0 fdk soties abandoned valuable studi s :hich had already

token considsrabl time whent the need for othor, motre imortant and more urent
studies bc 0me; apparet . Fr easopl e-, ULESCO was trt~to elii st c'dl;

illiteraey. Hoever o by the tine the necessary nus acre assed ad spent ad

the living conditie-as of the adultsa\ a shot-er to be taughUt to read and write had

improved aprec iabyi', s o ny ye- rs would h'ave passed that the ccl ca:t
would be at the n of thir lives. .t U preera to cone: < K

edcaioa efot1o2hitn wh, ntwnt eas -ie would be

workhin' in t-e fi attffn2tt o trl he i ty

'-In

of 2.,000' rillion hunman beings monU t e> r 7ng on aI 5:a thich ha to b waged asc

co-bloodex.-ly as, a it.11. . -y ou. e s-i <ns had t> be t 05a acnd priortites-

services of the Bank eol±±,ot+ nt ~ tortr a*. P&~ttW RS'4Ti t

1<4 anctrtain 14uI L. inn fr - t. Sin-e te we-rld w-as divided into

e egoste ak- C fv e~eni K irecters, with5 some tcwentyenive a

en lou u oor tte-- - to ecj.:t req'uests tor' loans ai& ::e Ci__Ac terms. The de-cisions

te'- by thu 1 ofiecrs ih to be ap- cy- d btt y the Bank-:'s Lana Comaittes, whoe-S

Chairmsan was the 2 ank's Vicctesid-ni. Ifi there was disagreement in the Loan

Doamittee, c' odubva s- - te .s -a final decisioen. rhe -ciaiun-4nn

tf.urfl'iy r e te CS -lisai prioritis. Althougch one could nemr be crt 1il
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that the loans which were grated would lod to the anticipatd result , indciPsion

and inaction were more dan'wrcus tao :res oa evaluation. I0, after s.m. years,

results proei disappointin, t.r - u Old be no usiation in cutting of funj

and turninG to more productive projects. That was the bst way to win the sujport

of donor coW- nr.

The Bank raised -oney in public m rkets through stalisaed channel. So far,

it had had little difficulty in obtainin tie funds t needed for its op erations,

because it had constantly sought to s.,w t.at .ltho it was controlled by

Oveonnts, it nevertheless compliad wit. 2l te usual rules of good mana-ement,

It was because of the reputation thus accredc that it had recently been able to

branch out into fields - agriculture an dca tion - which it would not have

dared to enter only ten yc ra previ t, .

Th VI:L bu:: ieati cura bew4re~o ta ex ~ in financing the expansion

of its activitie. it hu 2d taockle th quetion of priorities an trim certain

expense ite=s. It would then find h fund woul flol, in more rdily.

Sir eor: 119 aCJd nt o -aiadm a tat ne had note it-a

interest Ar. oodof reordAto that diffusion of efforts shoul ba avoided.

T U ited 1-n hid a s d a t. ':' tU noK to place tU. emphasis

on essentil taks, and it Mas l t ar i vin.sc !nf r d.

r. Uoods had also atated tt i 1i Vp t 1arl existed for th

Bank because a: the any coKYultations 'hich 'are n hald i 11 ltprtiescocrned.

9as .l to be cncludd that reeated con oulttoL . of t-at kind Lere nor, i..prLnt

for effective utilization of furds th:n empl t> ra :ac. inco-
n f in M. in :I 1-f , P1ca 5 '0eb"ua is1s< , in toe Economie ad oia ,ounil 1 Mr. -- oods rhad madie

sme0 veryJT itresting' ec.et n t he 4o fure . 'nt l problemna~ ci-laning,

the taks of onlistin t neovsar; ca ital toAchnic.1 skills A- the Eanks

activitins nould be difficu l if tWe deve1o P ountries rcognized the sane

priori ty- in Iorn ulating thi xtern-al aid proa:es he ha added that the

effe'ctiveness ofiexteral a1 . 0as 0'>ten'<Opre by thef parradoxical insistence ofi

the dev:eloped conti tot the; deveoin counties SW nrh 1P oul'd drow up l

investmeon plans when they tanees ware cither unable or unwilling to give ever
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provisional figures for external aid far in advance. Since a vast fund of data and

technical skills had been accumulated as a result of development activities, would

it not be advisable for those d:ta and skills to be assembled and placed at the

disposal of the General Assembly? Was not the Economic and Social Council the

logical body to perform the necessary centralizing function, and would not the

strengthening of its secretariat facilitate development efforts?

Hr. Tardos (Hungary). Vice-Chaira took the Chai.

Mr. WOODS (President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development) said that development financing was the final step in a
long process. Before that, data must be gathered, pre-investment
studies carried out, negotiations held and all the probabilities
weighed. That was a type of undertaking which required a pragmatic
business approabh.

He would hesitate to say that the Economic and Social Council would
be the body best suited to serve as a coordinating centre for all
operational activities leading to development financing. In the twenty
years since its establishment, the United Nations had acquired a degree
of maturity. There were unquestionably people available who kntw how
to guide and encourage efforts, iron out difficulties and solve juris-
dictional problems. However, what was most important was to plan for
the future and to mount a development assistance effort comMensurate with
the requirements. In that connexion, it was dangerous to use catch words
like "Development Decade" which implied that great changes would be
brought about in a short period of time; on the contrary, there must be
sober acceptance of the fact that the problems of underdevelopment would
not be solved within the lifetime of those present. But that made it all
the more important to attack those problems with a proper sense of urgency
and with adequate resources.

eu was great cnanges would be

brought about in a short period of time; on tl contrary, there must be sober

acceptance of the fact that there wee problems hic were p art of everyone' s life,

There were a great many things which could not be ccomplished in a few years or

even in a few decades. A rather lofty iew point vap needed in order to rise above

piabcoad lc o rprpre+ve,

he C . thanked Mr. Woods for his coments, which the Committee

would surely take into account in its recomendatons to the General Assembly.

The mreeting rose at 1.10 p.m.
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provisional figures f£or external aid far in advance. Since a vast fund of data and

technical skills had teen accumulated as a result of development activities, would

it not be advisable for those data and skills to be assembled and placed at the

disposal of the General Assembly? Was not the Economic and Social Council the

logical body to perform the necessary centralizing function, and would not the

strengthening of its secretariat facilitate development efforts?

Mr'. Tardos (Hunar),Vice-Chairzmn._tookt te Chair.

Nr.W D6 (Pree-ient-o-- the-I nternationa ank tor aecon struction- and

Development) sai that development fin a cing was the final step in the preparation

of programmes. Be re that, data must be gathered, pre-investment studies carried

out, negotiations he l and all the probabilities weighed. That was a new type of

undertaking. Instead proceeding according to set rules, it was preferable to

take a pragmatic attitud and deal with problems at business meetings between the

parties concerned.

He would hesitate to s that the Economic and Social Council would be the

body best suited to serve as\ co-ordinating centre for activities leading to

development financing. It wou.l of course, be useful to have a sort of nerve

centre from which all impulses w d be sent forth. In the twenty years since its

establishment, the United Nations d acquired a degree of maturity. There were

unquestionably people available who 1 ow how to guide and encourage efforts, iron

out difficulties and solve jurisdicti: l problems. However, what was most

important was to plan for the future and to measure the efforts which ore to be

made in ten, twenty or thirty years' time.\ In that connexion, it was dangerous to

use catchwords like "Development Decade" whi h inplied that great changes would be

brought about in a short period of tic; n t contrary, there must be sober

acceptance of the fact that there were problems hteh zero part of everyone's life,

There were a great many things which could not becocplishd in a few years or

even in a few decades. A rather lofty vlewoint wa needed in order to rise above

preeand.

TeCHAII . tanke Mr. V >s for his emet, which the Com.ittee

would surely take into account in its -commendations to the eneral Assembly.

T m n ros at 1.10 n.1.
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June 24, 1966

Dear John:

This is to acknowledge your Jetter of June 16 with

which you reurned the dr ft rei ort of thc .eeting of the

Un-Br:n/IDA Liaito Commnittee, held in Fr1 hington on

.cnu 25l~r 'hich T sent to you on rebruary 10.

I have noted the additione :m & nendments that have

been ;>roposed by your colleagues who attended the meeting

aid I shalI be glad to incorporate them into the final

report. As requested I shall send you 2C copies for

your perusal.

dith kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Lewis Perinbam
Liaison Officer

Development Services Department

Mr. John Guinness
Special Assistant to the
Deputy Under-Secretary for
Ecoonric and Social Affairs
United Nations, N.Y.

cc: Mr. Consolo

LP : bmb



FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: senior staS mteting- SSM//66-2k

DATED: June 22, 1966

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: Senior staff meeting

SUMMARY:
U.N. C00MITTE OF FOURTEEN

20. Mr. Demuth said that on June 24 Mr. Woods would appear before theU.N. Committee of Fourteen, an ad hoc body which had been set up.iat thelast General Assembly meeting toexamine the finances and operations ofthe U.N. and the Specialized Agencies (other than the Bank and Fund).



r. ' oods June 22, i966

Richard 1. Deamth

!eetn of the Ad o:.tteeor Fa~ertsto aaminethe ances of

the 'Jnited Itions and'the Specili-red Agences on June 24, 1966

For your in £o~ation, the following are th~e mem bers of the Ad Hoc

Comnittee:

Argentina Ar. Raul A. QUIJAL

Brazil H.E. Mr.Jose C

Canada r. Jms Douglas GIBSON

Hungary H.E. r. Yarol A TOAY

India Mr. B. C. MISHA

Italy H.E. Mr. Mario MAJLI

daranol' w..ir.lsl

Nieria r. B. Akorode CLA '.

Senega Mr. Menomurbe SA

Jni on of Sov et 3.oci:a is3
opuUbf ics H.E. P.M. CHTYHEV

Jnted Arab apub1 Ace H.E. Mr. Mohamed Awad E-KN

United Yinrgdori of Great,
Britain and :krthern Ireland Sr Georg Humhrey MIDDLETNi k. .M.G.

Uited Sttes of America H.E. Mr. Philip M. KLUTZICK

Te Secretar of the Ad Hoc C'omuittee, Mr Jacques apoport, will
coac to th Bai office at the U., . at :i0:6 .1. on 'riday, GIune 2h, to
acco-:fany us to th e acting of the 'orni tt x hnferer ce oom 1.

Attached are some paprs about the Co t te and ;your ar erance
before it wh.c yo my wan t Ian aon ce 'iane to'wYorl'.

cc: Mr. Consolo

LPerin bamn:RHiemuth: tf



Mr. Richard H. Demuth June 22, 1966

Lewis Perinbam

Jurisdiction of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on UN Finances

General Assembly Resolution 20i9 (XX) of December 13, 1965
does not specifically exempt the Bank from consideration by the
Ad Hoc Committee. However, I understand from Mr. Gordon
Williams that he received assurances from the ecretary of the
Committee (Mr. Rappoport) as well as from two members of the
Comittee, Mr. Guindey (France) and Mr. Clutznik (U.S.) that the
Bank and the Fund do not come under the ter of the Reso]ution.
According to Mr. illiams, Mr. Consolo receie similar
assurance from the Chairman of the Comittee, Mr. Majoli.

In addition, it should be noted that the Bank and the Fund
did not receive the questionnaires which were sent by the Ad Hoc
Committee to all the other specialized agencies and the IAEA.



June 20, 1966

Dear Mr. Hill:

l4 r. Wood has asked ae to aicicnowledge your letter of

June IO'and enclosure, and to thank you for inviting the bAnk
to participate in the working group conLitting of the United
N tions agencies and organiation concerned, which hs been
established in connection with the Intemation Year for

Human hights, the firs t meeting of wihicth L to -e held on
July lk-15, 966 in eneva.

shile we are naturally interested in the efforts of
the Unitea Ntion in the fidI of Human Rights, we doubt if
we could contribute in any significant way to the working
group. In the circumstances, we do not propose to be rep-
resented at thi meeting.

Jincerely yours,

Michael L. Hoffman
A `ocate Unrector

Devet opment ervice e rtment

Mr. Martm 11111
er on se recent:iti'e

of the secretsry-General
to tne peciali ed Agencies
United 1Mtions, 1N.*Y.

cc: Mr0 Consolo
Mr. ishart

LPerinbam/bmb



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR [NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard H. Demuth DATE: June 17, 1966

FROM: Lewis Perinb'f

SUBJECT: Mr. Woods' meeting with the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on U.N. Finances.

In accordance with your request I spoke to Mr. Jacques Rapoport,
the Secretary of the above committee, regarding the arrangements for
the meeting which Mr. Woods has agreed to attend at 11 a.m. on Friday,
June 24.

I was informed by Mr. Rapoport that the meeting will be held in
Conference Room 1. Mr. Rapoport also indicated that he would be glad
to call for Mr. Woods at 10.45 a.m. at the Bank's office in the U.N.
building.
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LAGLE ADORESS UNATIONS NEWYDRK ADRESSE TELEGRAPHI 1JE

IME N_ 0 9h )

L Thn yu L in letter o1 1 n F u l i moit

-, n- r y to your ltt e ie but I now

retuwn jcopyof the draft, on hich yo i in r nuer oC

edions <fl nd umendments th t have been oKrpe the membeL .

of thb nitedi Lion er t, ho tnaed the m

hope you il b l to L them into wont in prep rng

in I ver.ion o th rort en th m ting . When thi h ben

prep-: p re should be most grateful If yuscou lt u hae 20

copies.

With kind r-< ori o

Yours sincerely,

John Guinness

Mr. Lewis Perinb
Liaison Office r
Internationel Bnk for econstruction

and D)evelopment
1818 HI Street, N-.

Ysington 1D.2. 204K
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Meeting of United Nations -- Bank/IDA Liaison Committee

held on January 21, 1966 at the World Bank, Washington, D. C.

Attendance

From the U.N.

Department of Economic and Social Affairs

Messrs. Philippe de Seynes, Under-Secretary fonrESA

I. H. Abdel-Rahman, Commissioner for Industrial
Development

W. R. Leonard, Deputy Commissioner for
Technical Assistance and
Director of BTAO

Arthur Coldschmidt, Director for Special Fund
Operations

Karl E. Lachmann, Chief, Fiscal and Financial
Branch, Getz-t! -r
Desel4opment

John Guinness, Special Assistant to the
Deputy Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs

U.N. Development Programme (UNDP)

Messrs. Roberto Heurtematte, Associate Administrator

Clinton Rehling, Assistant to the Administrator

From the Bank

Messrs. George D. Woods
Richard H. Demuth -
Michael L. Hoffman
Federico Consolo
Lewis Perinbam

Mr. Woods was in the chair for the morning session of the meeting,

and Mr. Demuth chaired the afternoon session.



I. Review of Policy Developments and Operational Matters in the World

Bank Group

In reviewing recent developments in the Bank Group Mr. Woods refer-

red, in particular, to the following:

1. Increased Bank/IDA Emphasis on Education and Agriculture;

Fertilizer Initiative

The Bank and IDA had continued to increase their activities in edu-

cation and agriculture. This growth was evident in terms of the number of

projects presently under consideration as well as in the volume of Bank/IDA

financing.

With regard to education, 7 projects were under appraisal and negoti-

ation (5 in Africa, 2 in Asia), and i were in the phase of identification

and preparation (5 in Africa, 7 in Latin America and 2 in Asia). The total

Bank/IDA financing of educational projects amounted to about 
$66 million.

In agriculture, 28 projects were under appraisal and negotiation, 31

projects were in the phase of identification and preparation, and 4l proj-
ects were under supervision.

The Bank is also considering, with the help of consultants, what it

might do in cooperation with private fertilizer producing companies 
and

governments, to help achieve a massive increase in fertilizer production 
and

consumption in the developing countries.

Mr. Woods noted that the disbursement period for loans and credits in

agriculture and education was not as long as for power and transportation

projects. Hc added that the continuous supervision of disbursements, 
which

is an essential element in Bank policy, was creating administrative pro-

blems in view of the increasing volume of Bank/IDA financing. These pro-

blems were now under study by a committee.

In reply to a question from Mr. Heurtematte, Mr. Demuth indicated that

IDA education cresits had been provided mainly for buildings and equipment,

Mr. Heurtematte stated that, foLlowing consultations between the UNDP

and FAO, an agreement had been reached whereby UNDP agricultural missior

would be brief d by grpup headed by Mr. Erga &

pont u ttive Groups

The Bank is giving high priority to the creation and effective opera-

tion of consultative groups. In the next three years such groups may be
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formed for as many as l to 16 countries which receive about 70 per cent

of the total development aid. This would make it possible to identify

developing countries where aid is being used effectively and wisely 
and to

ensure that more adequate funds are available for development purposes.

(During the afternoon session, Mr. Hoffman gave a more detailed account of

the consultative groups and, in particular, their objectives, operating

procedures, and some of the obstacles to effective operation 
tht remain

to be overcome).

3. Resident African Missions in Abidjan and Nairobi, and the

Creation of the Agricultural Development Service

The resident missions which the Bank had established in Eastern and

Western African were well staffed and would help the governments in those

areas to identify and prepare specific projects for presentation to the

Bank or IDA. Initia]ly, they are concentrating their efforts on agriculture

and transportation. In this connection, and in reply to a question from

Mr. de Seynes, Mr. Woods stated that the Agricultural Development Service

for Eastern Africa had been established. The Service would be attached to

the Bank's mission in Nairobi and staffed by expatriate British Agricultural

experts displaced by Africanization, to take advantage of their experience

in the planning and initial stages of execution of new agricultural proj-

ects. Its principal functions will be to help the governments of East

Africa in the organization and management of agricultural (especially re-

settlement) projects and in the training of African supervisors. The

services of ADS members would also be available, when possible, to assist

the Bank mission in project identification and feasibility studies. Some

ADS members had been engaged as members of the Bank's staff, some only on

term contracts.

L. Bank/IDA/IFC Financial Operations, Forecast of Operations

for the Year Ending June 30, 1966 and Bank Borrowing Plans

and Prospects

Mr. Woods thought that the forecasts of Bank loans and IDA credits to

June 30, 1966, amounting to $1.3 billion and $375 million respectively,

were not likely to be attained. With regard to IFC, gross commitments since

its inception in 1957, amounted to approximately $150 million; as of

December 31, 1965, IFC had committed funds totalling $43 million. Mr. Woods

added that since the main purpose of IFC was to act as a catalyst IFC

should attract about $10 million for every $1 million which it provided; at

present IFC was attracting about $4 million for every $1 million which it

provided.

With regard to Bank borrowing it was becoming increasingly difficult

and expensive to raise money in view of rising interest rates in the

markets to which the Bank had access and balance of payments problems.

However, the Bank was planning on bond issues in Canada in February and

later in Germany, Belgium, Switzerland and the U.S.
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5. IDA Replenishment

Mr. Woods stated that he attached the highest priority of all to fund

raising for IDA, whose present resources (except for the probable $75 million
allocation of the 1965-66 Bank net income) will be largely committed by

June 1966. Emphasizing the needs of the developing countries and their abil.-

ity to use more money on soft terms, Mr. Woods hoped that the flow of funds

from the developed countries could be greatly increased so as to be commen-

surate with the needs of the developing countries.

6. SID Convention

Thirty-one countries had signed the Convention, which required 20 rat-

ifications before it could come into effect. It was hoped that the neces-

sary number of ratifications would be forthcoming by the summer. In reply

to a question from Mr. de Seynes, Mr. Woods stated that none of the Latin

American countries had so far signed the Convention.

7. Bank Studies on Supplementary Financing, Suppliers Credit,
and Coffee

The study on supplementary financing had been completed and sent to the

Secretary General of the U.N. on December 6, 1965; the study on suppliers

credits would be ready shortly; and the Executive Directors had approved a

proposal that the Bank cooperate with FAO and the International Coffee Organi-
zation in carrying out a joint study of the world coffee economy and that
it finance half the cost.

8. Engineering Loans

In view of the importance of making effective use of IDA funds, a new

type of loan, called an engineering loan, is being introduced. It would be

on a 10-year basis and allow for a two-year grace period. Its main purpose

would be to explore a project so that it may be followed, where appropriate,

by a project loan which would also re-financeathe engineering loan. So far

none had been approved but one in-Guinea was ready for Board consideration.
t'! I'

Mr. Heurtematte added that the UNDP had made/engineering loan/ of this

sort _ 6 .p '(L

9. Sector and Feasibility Studies to be Put on Reimbursable
Basis

The sector and feasibility studies undertaken by the Bank and costing
more than a specified minimum will be put on a reimbursable basis in future.

This would encourage the developing countries to make better use of them

and to adopt a more realistic approach in this regard. Should a project

loan follow, it would include the cost of the study.



Mr. Heurtematte noted that there had been a trend in aid programs in

the U.S. and elsewhere to loans rather than services, and to tied rather

than free aid. ,Geiciden--with4i-tfn-ncy towards reimbursable- pro-

_g~r-e reur-fe--r ita ' rpvel~opment fund. As a result, less funds

were available for non-reimbursable projects. He added that three re-

imbursable projects had recently been prepented to the UNDP Governing

Council. Mr. Demuth stated that -semejdonor countries thought that the Bank

should operate on a reimbursable basis in this regard and the UNDP on a non-

reimbursable basis.

Mr. Goldschmidt indicated that there had been a new suggestion in the

UNDP for a "revolving fund" which would be reimbursed and maintained for pre-

investment projects, so that the beneficiary pays and not the government or

the UNDP. " /

Mr. Demuth added that he decision to place sector and feasibility

studies on a reimbursable asis was taken primarily to encourage develpping

countries to go first to the UNDP for such assistance.

10. Expansion in Bank Staff

Mr. Woods indicated that about 110 professional staff had joined the

Bank during the past year; most of them were drawn from outside the U.S.

and many were from the developing countries.

11. General Comments

Mr. de Seynes, after noting the diversification and refinement taking

place in development aid, asked whether the trend towards education 
and

agriculture was likely to affect the priorities in the Bank's financing

activities, and whether the proposals contained in the Study on Supplement-

ary Financing might affect the availability of funds for development pur-

poses. Mr. Woods replied that he did not foresee compejtition between sectors,

nor between supplementary financing and aid-financing. K

II. Review of Malor Policy and Operational Developments in the U.N.

1. Institutional Developments

Mr. de Seynes reported that majar

plaeeand-hat the functional decentralization, which began with the estab-

lishment of UNCTAD, had continued with the crea ion of ft Unit Ntiooz

Organization for Industrial Development (UNOID) tot shared ome iiiar-

ities in that they were not specialized agenci , but enjoyed a wide measure

of autonomy, and derived their budgets from the U.N. The creation of these

two bodies was significant since they placed ECOSOC in its original perspective

as a broadly based organ with responsibility for the coordination of all

economic and social activities of the U.N. System.
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With regard to the Development Decade, efforts were being made to come

to grips with growth targets and objectives, to review development problems
and to improve the evaluation of needs of t e vel countries. One

step in this direction was the Committee s(wibh had been recom-
mended by the 1964 Summer ECOSOC Session-a
Anlnorl Atsm to tackle the problems of targets, objectives and
needs. In this connection Mr. de Seynes also referred to the World Food
Program and the General Assembly's Resolution which recommended a major
study by the U.N. on how food aid might be related to the economic needs of
the world community, taking into account the counter productive effects of
such aid. He added that this resolution provided for consultation with the
Bank in this matter.

2. Operational Activities

A. World Food Program

Mr. de Seynes reported that $208 million had been pledged, on a matching
basis, for the next three year period 1966-68, compared with $100 million
for the previous three year period. The program is now on a continuing basis
and the next pledging conference will be convened in 1967. A study has
been undertaken of the experimental program approach to food aid in Jamaica
with a view to its possible application elsewhere, since many developing
countries favored a program approach. This report will be made available
to the Bank.

Mr.Hof¶~flincird bout the reLationship hetaceen the inter-agency
Mr.tI H~l offmn iquird th ou -ni t ePa.I hi reply Mr. dle 2'eynes

sutat rta tnoo A stud ns avr onrage prect and hishiy tehnical.

Itatett th A tep rtl i>ep et thS Ar gentinle Government '5

i'taetlyoo wairshu ointefr of cash to purchase food. But there

v2riewelngaog oensei that food asea potices could not be determilnA
by minstri fe oin amrng goerraoe the FAQ nas a l s deeply involvd in

the miniteriVCof rdy o the th the U.N. and other corganization, it

the inter-agney i d

so u] a he sy to aold dup Li ction.

b. Asian eveiopment banK

Mr. de Seynes stated that $953 million had been subscribed and that some
smaller contributions were awaited. An inter-governmental committee is
meeting to do the preparatory work. He indicated that the Bank Group would
be approached for the kind of help that was provided for the African Devel-
opment Bank,namely advisory services and training facilities.
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C. United Nations Development Programme JNDP)

Referring to the merger of the U.N. Special Fund and the Expanded Pro-
gram of Technical Assistance into the UNDP, Mr. de Seynes stated that the

new Governing Council. of the UNDP had taken over the former functions of

the Special Fund Governing Council and the Technical Assistance Committee.
The TAC had been the more parliamentary body with broader geographical re-

presentation. These features of TAC had been incorporated in the Governing

Council of the UNDP which had thus become a more parliamentary body.
Consequently, this transformation called for a transitional period for ad-

justments between the Governing Council and the management of the UNDP.

Mr. de Seynes added that the) UN. would also have to- study the

question of the establishment of a capital development fund as requested by

-th Genl'alN Assembly and how it might be linked toithe preinvestment activ-
ities of the UNDP. 1,,

Mr. Demuth asked whether the UND? would be given funds for capital
development or whether its institutional character would be changed to ac-
commodate new responsibilities in this regard. Mr. de Seynes replied that

funds for industrial development had been pledged on a voluntary basis from

a variety of sources, but without a clear indication as to how they should

be used. The concept of preinvestment could be widened but there were no

fixed views on this subject. The real question he thought was whether the

UNDP could take initiatives in the investment field/- e U.N. was under

pressure to make certain proposals and would ask governments if they would --
put up funds for investment purposes. He added that Mr. Beheiry, the P
President of the African Development Bank, had already expressed an interest

in joint ADB ventures with the UNDP.

Mr. Heurtematte noted that the work undertaken in the preinvestment
field had led to a widening of the activities as originally comceived. The

S cre aiat anticipateC 4 continuationof this treydwO /

Mr. Abdel-Rahman added 'that there had been dissatisfaction, especially
among the developing countries, that manufacturing industries had not re-

ceived as much support as had been anticipated, especially in the EPTA.

Moreover, Special Fund projects in the manufacturing sector had also fallen
below the expectations of some of the developing countries. Hence, changes

were being pressed for. As a result, $5.1 million had been designated for
special industrial services, to be used mainly but not exclusively for tech-

nical services which could include some engineering project costs. This'
would mean th' UNOID 'a development bank carrying out
work on a c fidential basis, rather an following the old Special Fund/
EPTA proc eures.

Mr. Abdel-Rahman thought that the main issue was not between investment

and pre-investment, but the timing of the financial decision: The role of
-the UNOID would be to promote activ:.ties that would lead to financing.
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Mr. Demuth asked about the distribution of EPTA activities in the indus-
trial field between private and public sectors respectively. Mr. Goldschmidt
replied that approximately 90 per cent had been in the private sector during
the last 15 years.

Mr. Demuth inquired about the distribution of responsibilities in the
UNDP. In his reply, Mr. Heurtematte indicated that the basic arrangements
would continue very much as before. The main changes would be in respect of
the EPTA sector, which is in a transitional period, and which would ultimate-
ly come under the Bureau of Operations and Programming. The resident re-
presentatives would report to the Bureau of Administrative Management and
Budget on administrative and personnel matters, and to the Bureau of Operations
and Programming on operational questions. Moreover, the Special Fund had
been organized on a functional basis whereas EPTA had operated on a geograph-
ical basis. He thought that a properly integrated operation could be expect-
ed ?i4 2

D. United Nations Organization for Industrial Development (OID

Mr. Abdel-Rahman stated that the Fortieth Session of ECOSOC, which will
meet in New York on February 23, 1966 would give preliminary consideration
to the General Assembly's resolutions regarding the establishment of UNOID.
It willbbe followed, on March 28, by a meeting of the 36 -member Ad Hoc
Preparatory Committee which will draft the administrative arrangements and
operating procedures for UNO D for presentation to the Committee on Industrial
Development which will meet in New York on April 26; these recommendations
will then be considered by the next session of ECOSOC in July, and submitted
for approval to the Twenty-First Session of the General Assembly in September
1966.

Finally, Mr. Abdel-Rahman stated that a series of regional symposia on
industrial development would be held as follows

- ECA Region: January 27 to February 10, 1966 in Cairo
- ECLA Region: March 14 to 25, 1966 in Santiago
- Arab States of the Middle East: March 1 to 10, 1966 in Kuwait

He added that a meeting for the ECAFE Region had been held in Manila from
December 6 to 20, 1965.

III. Consultative Groups

During the afternoon session, Mr. Hoffman made a presentation about the
Consultative Groups in order to familiarize the U.N. with the Bank's activities
and plans in this regard.

IV. Date and Place of Next Meeting

It was agreed to settle the date and place of the next meeting by con-
sultation.
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JUN 15 REc'o

UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

OR 323/1 41st 10 June 1966

Dear Mr. Woods,

At its forty-first session, held in London on 27 and 28 April 1966,

the ACC decdued to estabish a working roup con3isting of the United Nations

agencies and organizaticns concerned, to help the Secretary-General in

co-ordinating measures and activities undertaken in connexion with the

International Year for huwan Rights, the first meeting of the working group

t e convened during the forty-first session of the Economic and Social

Council. I wish to propose that nts imeting take place in Geneva on

14-15 July 1966.

It is suggestLed that, as ou ned in paragraph 68 of the thirty-second

report of the ACC (E/4191), the agenda of the proposed meeting should include

zhe following items5:

1 rogrammes d esigned to dramatize universal respect for and

observance of human rig ts and fundamental freedoms for all:

a) Substantive progammes;

b) Publicity and educational campaigns;

2. Pro;rammes designed to encourage on as wide a basis as possible,

nationa-ly and internationally the protection of human rights

and fundaental fredoms.

In she course of she consideration of this agenda, special attention

wiLL be given particuiarly to paragraphs 1, 10, 11 and 12 of

resolution 2081 (XX) of the Genuerai Assembly and its annex, and paragraphs

2 and 4 of resolution 8 (XII) of the Commission on hum r Rights and its

annex, of which copies are attached.

Mr. G.D. Woods
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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I should be glad if you were to inform me as soon as possiole it

your Organization wishes to attend the meeting and, if so, the names of

your representatives who will taXe part therein. l would also be glad to

receive an comments you may have with regard to the proposed agenda.

Mr. ..aro Schreiber, Director of the Division of Human Rights, will

be in touch in due course with the official or officials who may be

designted as representing your Organization in order to complete

arranirments for the preparation of the meeting, including the preliminary

do cu mertation.

I trust that these arrangements will be satisfactory to you.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Hill
ersonad Representative

of the secretary-General
to the Specialized Agencies
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Resolution adopted by the

General Assembly

2081 (XX)

INTELNaT IONAL m~l inE hit i EIGHT

The Qeiral Assemb4,

Recaliing its resolution 1961 (XVIII) of 12 December

oesigncting the year 1968 as International Year fr Huan Rights,

ionsidrg zthat th Universa1 De crat ion of Human Riht s has

Men a is trumer of the hight impor tnce for the prote cti.onl and

promotion of the rights of dal A ard the furtherance of peace

and stability,

Convinced that its role in the future will be of equal significance,

Ceoiderugw that the turther promotAin anti doeeopment of respect

for huan ran! and: fuae f reedos o ntributes to te strengthenig

of peace tnroughout the rld an d to frindship between poples,

Consierigf tht raclal iscriminatn ari in particular the policy

of a Ncla~ eonstitutes one of thne most flagran~t abuses of human rights

and ental freedoms a that persistent and intense ei fors must be

owd to scure its : abandonment,

n , yer)SLLLjk Q the belief thA the caue o human rightswi iV b e welL

serWn e- ±.z J naCAh eo
and tow, conicio 0hth year 7QnS shun -- La -eoe oitnif, ed

national and interrst L l efforts- ardudetsY0I h field of hunt

rig ,hts ,o. alIso to an intenational review o, t acituven Itfte Lt hi

fiela,

Stressi tc importance of further e t a i lemeation

in practic of the principles of the jrotectio of huan r hts laid

down in the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of

Human Raghts, We Dee§ ration on the ranting of eT-endence to Colonial

Countries and Peoples s ad the Declaration on th Elimination of All oru

of Racial Discrimina Lion,
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Convinced that an intensification of efforts in the intervening
years will heighten the progress that can be made by 1968,

Convinced further that the proposed international review of progress
in the field of human rights can advantageously be carried out by means
of an international conference,

Noting the interim programme of measures and activities to be under-
taken in connexion with the International Year for Human Rights and in
celebration o' the twentieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, recommended by the Commission on Human Rights and set out
in the annex to the present resolution,

Noting further that the Commission on Human Rights is continuing
the preparation of a programme of observances, measures and activities
to be undertaken in 1968,

1. Calls upon States Members of the United Nations and members of
the s} ecialized agencies, regional irfer-governmentai organizations, the
specialized agencies and the na Lionai and international organizations
concerned to aevote the year 1968 to intensified efforts and urdertakings
in the field of human rights, including an international review of
achievements in this field;

2. Urges Member States to take appropriate measures in preparation
for the International Year for Human Rights, and in particular to emphasize
the urgent need to eliminate discrimination and other violations of human
dignity, with special attention to the abolition of racial discrimination
and in particular the policy of apartheid;

3. Invites all Member States to ratify before 1968 the Conventions
already concluded in the field of human rights, and in particular the
following:

Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade
and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery:

International Labour Organisation Convention concerning the Abolition
of Forced labour;

International Labour Organisation Convention concerning Discrimination
in respect of Employment and Occupation;

International labour Organisation Convention concerning Equal
Remuneration for Men and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value;
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Intelrnational Labour Organisation Convention concerning Freedom of

Association and Protection of the Right to Organize:

United Nations Educational, bcienti fic and Cultural Organization

Convention against Discrimination in Education;

onvention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide:

Convention on the Politica hights of omen;

inte-rrtional Convwmion on the iminati of A Jil -orms of Racial

J is criina ion;

4. LDecines to hasten the COnclusion of the following Oraf conventions

so thit Uey may be open for ratification and accession if possie before

Dr ft Covenant on Civil ane Potical Rgbts;

rat Govenant or Eoneo, -c an Cul-au- raL lits-

Draft Intrnational Conventio on the '!limi tin of All Forms of

Religiou iU ento leran ce

oraft Convention or edo of Intfrain;

>. Decides to comUle5te by 1968 t consideration-. and rprto

o.1 tohKKT'I - drnuiaratiores which have been approverd by the Commission on

human Right a cy the Commission on t-he S ofdome'n

6. the interim programme of measures an actitities envisaged

for the United Iations annexed to the presen resolution and reouests the

Secrtar-Genralto proceed with the arrangements for the measures to be

unijertaken by the United Nations set out itheanx

7. Invites Memter tats to L considr ncneinwt h nentoa

Year for 1iumnights, the possible advantrage of undertaking, on a regional

basis, commnon studiies in order to establish more effective p rotection -f

humian rigphts;

8. invites regional inter-govnm tiental organizations with competence

in thec fl^to rovide the inter:national conference envisauged for 1968

with full information on their accomplishments, programmes anda other measures

to rea lize protection of humn rights;

9. invites the Commissioni on the Status of Aoimen to participate and

CO -o perate at every stage in the preparattorym m wok for the TIernational

Year er human Rights;
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10. Reuests the Secretary-General to transmit the present resolution
ana the interim programme annexed thereto to States Members of the United
Nations and members of the specialized agencies, regional inter-govern-
mental organizations, the specialized agencies and the interested inter-
national organizatiois;

11. Recomends that, in view of the historic importance of the
observance of the international Year for Human Rights, the United Nations
uducational, Scientific and Cultural Organization should be urged to
mobilize the finest resources of culture and art in Order to lend the
international Year for Human dights, through literature, music, dance,
cinema, tuievision and all other forms and media of comm unication, a
truly universal character;

12. Gommends to the States, regiLonailinter-governental organizations,
agencies and organizations rnntiuoed in paragraph 10 above the programme
of iaeasures and activities set out in the annex to the present resolution
and invites their co-operation anu participation in this programme with
a view to making the celebratilns successful aid maningfu;

13. decides that, to promote further the principles contained in
the Universal Declaration of Huan Rights to dvelop and guarantee
political, civil, economic socil ana cultural rigts aid to end all
aiscrlmirnation and deniai rf hman rigts and fundamental freedoms on
grounds of race, colour, sex, language or religion, and in particular
to permit the elimination of apartheid, an Inteinat ionl Conference on
Human Rights should be convened during 1968 in order to:

(af Review the progress which has been made in the field of human
rights since the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights;

()) Lvaluate the effectieness of the m!ethods used by the United
Nations iii the field of human rights, eslecially with respe to the
elimination of all forms of racial dscriminaticn and the practice of
the policy of apartheid;

(c ) Fo rmulate and prepare a programme of further measures to be
taken subsequenT to the celebrations of the international Year for Human
Rights;

14. Decides to establish, in consultation wit he Commission on
human ights, a Freparatory Committee for the inteancal Conference
on Human Rights, consisting of severteen members, to co mplete the
preparation for the Conference in 1968 and ii particular to make proposals
for the consideration of the General Assembly regarding the agenda,
duration and venue of the Conference, and the means of defraying the
expenses of the Conference, and to organize and direct the preparation
of the necessary ev lation studies ana other documentation;
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15. Requests the President of the General assembly to appoint
the members of the Preparatory Committee, eight of whom shall be
States represented on the Commission on Human Rights and two of whom
snall be States represented on the Commission on the Status of Women;

16. Requests the Secretary-General to appoint an Executive
Secretar for the Conference from within the Secr; arit and to provide
the Preparatory Comittee with all necessary assistance;

17. Requests the Preparatory Committee to report on the progress
of the prepari on in order that such reports might be considered by
the General Assembly at its twenty-first and twenty-second sessions.

1404th plenary meeting,
20 December 1965.

The President of the General Assembly, in pursuance of paragraph 15
of the above resolution, appointed the members of he Preparatory Committee
for the International Conference on Human Rights.

Tne relaratory Comnittee will be co;osed of the following Mber
:tates: Canada, Fnce, India, Iran, Italy, Jamaica, New Zealand, i igeria,
Philippines, Polani, Somalia, Tunisia, Union of SovieL Socialist Republics,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 1reland, United States of
America, Uruguay unu Yugoslavia.

1/ See Official Records of the General assembly, Twentieth Session,
Plenary Meetings, 1408th meeting.
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ANNEX

iNTENATOlNaL YEAH Oh HU}Ld' RhIuffS: iNT1 1 tlM PROGRANME
EIGUMMLENDED BY THE JOMMTSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

i. The theme of ceremonies, activities and celebrationst

it is recommend that the pr grammIne of measures and activities to
be undertaken throughout the International Year for Human Rights should
be cuicuited to encouragc, on as wide a basi s possible, nationally
and intrrutionally, the protection of human rlhts a fundamental free-
doms and to bring home to all the people the readth fthe concept of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in alt its aspects. theme of
the ceremonies, activities and cebrio shoula be: "Greater recog-
nition and full enjoyment a the fundamental freedoms of the individual
and of human rights everywhere" Th aim should be to dramatize universal
respect for and oLservace of buman ri ght a fumaentl freedoms for
all, without distinction as t a, sx language or religlon,

I1. A year of actjiv" eg2

It is agreed that all the participnb i e celebrator enould
be invited to devote the year 196- as a whoe to c ities, emonies
and observances relating to the question of huran rights. LIertional
or regional semiars, national com'erence, ectur ad discussions on
the Universal jeclaration of Human Rights, ant on other declarations
and instruments of the United Nations relat ;: to uman '4t., my be
organized trouhu he year. Some countries ill w ih to stress the
entire content of the Declaration, as fersber eaborated in later United
Jtions human rights programmes. Some 1articA Ing count; Lc Eny wish
to emphasize, aring ;arti cular periods of the International er for
human lights, ints andi£ feed:ms in con exion with wnich they nve
faced special prnblems. During each su riod the Governments would
review, against the standards set by the Universal Declaration of Human

2_/ See L/CN.4/886, iaras. 46-52.
I/ Ibid., paras. )3-58.
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hi hts and other declratins anr instruments of the United Nations
relating to human rights, the domestic legislation ant the practices
within their society in rec pt of the pt icular right or freedom
which is the subject of tt prid' o oservnces They would assess
the extent to which the right hr bee ey secured, give
publicity to it n nake pcial e -o cromote among their
citizens a Uasic und -loerstandinde, so that
the gains already nade might ref cesil be lost n the future. To the
extent that the it or fre had not ye ' b effectivel secured,
every effort wuold be undeadurrng thle prid to'w s -scievement.
in the choice of s t '- riity culd o core be gi to ights

of a civil anc poliica r a
Cnd cl1,Tura1 liarait.

pri sr± to v. n' be; - e t heeIwitrlt- 'l e lieriots ht

1. hliwination of ce

Be ieving that certain jalices wic c iu s of' the grosser
focrms o$ th a'enial of hubn iht 1ti persis 'it hino the territories
of some tember ft es, -'eCa ission fn humar n Rgts ~rcommend' that

tar ta be jacivrd by o n 1 168, 1c t eimination o
the followin- viltinofhma igt3

(g)~~ 7lvey tz slav trde Ansit ons ann practic similar
to r an fo d 'boura

(g) alfems t rierimmaton osa n om selngae

prJperto,'iirr or other'-tatus;

( Q ooilamadadna of freedom na inp in .

.Internioi ) easuc*-hr- s for the oteetLn ane :ntrante fhuman rijhts

Measre for the effetiv in lezentaton of the right and freedoms

set forth in the Universal )eclaration of Huma 1-it o-lther dclara-
tions and instrumntas of the United Nations r a to hman rigts have
been under consideration in the Unitea Nati for man ears The
Commilss'ion on Human1 Rghts i confident that tion on the dra t Govenant
on Civil ant Po litical t ani the draf tC ove nt on Enoic, Scial-

and Cultural tights, ajtEsures of implementation, and on the other

bid, pats. 73-77 -c'e alsc Cfficial Recrds of the Ecnoic sad Ocial

ouncil1 Thirty-ni t hSess i SpPemens tNo_ (E/4024), paras. 424 and 425.

See wCN.4/86, paras 9399.
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conventions or international agreements in the field of human rights
listed in the uraft resoltuion prepared by the Commission in 1964 for
consideration by the General Assembly, will be completed before the
beginning of the International Year for Human Rights. If, however,
by the beginning of 1968, international machinery for the effective
impLementation of these covenants and conventions or international
agreenents does not form part of the instruments adopted, international
measures for the guarantee or protection of human rights should be a
subject of serious stuuy during the International Year for Human
Rhghts.

B. Aasures b be undertaken b Membe States in the period rior to
the beginning of the International Year for Human Rights

1. Review of national legislation'

Governnments are invited to review tneir natio-a letislation against
the standards of the Universal Declara'tion of Human Rights and other
declarations and instrumenusts o! the Unite Ntins relati ng to human

rights, and to consider the enactment of newv, or the amending of existing,
laws to bring their legislation into conformity with the principles of
the Declaration and other declarations and instruments of the United
Nations relating to human rights.

2. Machinery for taple(ntation on the naionl1 levels

All Meuber States are invited, as one of the measures they will
undertake in connexion with the International Year for human hights, to
establish or refine, if necessary by the end of 1968, their naional

machinery for giving effect to the fundamental rights and freedoms. If,
for example, wthin any Member States, arrangements do not exist which

wIll enable i.uividual persons or groups of persons to bring before

inde endent national tribunals or authorities any complaints they may

have concerning the violation of their human rights ano ootain effective

remeies, the Meinber State should be invited to undertake that such

arraiigements will be introduced. If such arrangements already exist,
the Member States shoula be invited to unuertake to refine and improve
them. This is not a recunendation that any particular improvement in

machinery should be introduced. In one set of circumstances, what may

S7 Ibid., paras. 116-120.

Z/ Ibid., paras. 121-129.
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be needed is the establishment of a secial court; in another, the

appointment of an Ombuisman or Frocurator General er similar official;

ana in still another simply the setting up of offices to which individual

citizens may bring their complaints. The ietermnation as to what machin-

ery is required for giviong efect to the fundamental rights and freedoms

would be within the sole discretion of tihe GoVrnent concerned.

3. hatiLollsrusl of edc4io on ui:!/ts

Bulievin hat hr are lit o e eft ivenes of laws in

iaking he enjo ymen o hu n O rgt -na fuamenta freedoms a reality)

the CouAmmiin is cnvinced th.at a :,in cnation o e fort on legal

and institutionaL garantees of human rit l to gh t will go far

towards the acieLvenent of the objetive weK seek, All not go all the

way. tei o ned to beccenate n adCi t 5ion, on means of

changin soe ol 1 ways of t0,hii on ths su jcts, and of rooting

oul e -seated prejndices in rga o ce, co sx iion, and

so on. in sort, it is necessary t o em"ak upn0 come ntary pro-

grOM of educaotion, including botE du L ild educa on designed

to produce new thinking on the pat of m p 1 rear totman

rights. ccordi ly, t is rcmer. tht an i part of any

romramme of inte n ficaio of effor to K tken _ the next

thre year - houla e a wor -ide eductiona p rogramme in huawn rtghts.

Such a edu atioa program-we ould be consaitent with the objectives

of the United Ntionsi Deelopmen Decade and also with the objectives

it tne fai 1o uan rights 0f the Ut NAio n 5 I tute for Training

and ieeac Ti progamme shouold aim a moili some Of khe

energies a5 reouce o

(a) unit v iies, colleges and othe 'iticon of hie learniong,

,~ itfL" 'famber Ito !DOil
both vA p ate li polic wihi Mmbr tae

(b) The teahin tKaf f ofi primary an ondar n

() Fouunatons ant charitable, scientif a reearch instittiions;

( ) Medi of informalion adl mass commication, Dcluding the Press,

r ci ) an!,es i r

tOWarjS thvj e d: Z11 Y1 1it- -duts' I nc 1±1eV J vthe~ state

of hoaz. < rit a- L es o maties r n e=.An- and , a -' the f -rther

Stesr winzcined to be ta A . ,. secure the 11't ij- ust e Aecte

realiatin of thse rOhts iber j t ates of Aovern-

ment are li uo n t ric00 -C the ct-' " ' - t' , OD of huiman

rig. ts af , o .1 r - 1 _ Io udctioiti. lost V utrs.

The success of tisL educalional effort would be guaranteed if the

national la -de -w thi , Rembeer States would give it eery encourgement,

dithin this efYort "o.ernments would -rganize conferences or universities

an ether institutions o igher learning within their territories and

Ibid., pora,. 130,
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invite them to consiler how the curricula and their teaching programmes
might be utilized to improve the awareness in the student population of
the fundarental quesLions of hurman rights, how their research programmes
ight oe directed to this end, ana how the, might co-operate with other
intterted organizations, through1 extra-mural and other prograrmes, in
fiurtter ng the aims of adult educa ion in human rights. In tnis context,
studies of local customs ana traditions could be undertaken by national
autcrities with a view to examining to what extent they right be foster-
ing anl enco4raging attitudes or valus contrary to the principles of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights arm how these customs and tradi-
tions can eventually be eliminated. Charitable and philarthropic founda-
tions mijit be invita to consider ;aking grants for programmes of research
aria study in this field and to make bursaries and fellowships available
for research in huan rights. Responsible authorities of colleges, and
of elementary and secondary schools, could be invited to review their
curricula and textbooks in order to eradicate bias, intentional and
unintentional, towards the ireservation of ideas and concepts contrary
to the arincioles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and to
introduce courses of study which positively promote respect for human
rights ant fundamental freedoms. It has becn noticed with apireciation
that certaln universities have already included in their curricula courses
in tne internatioDnal protection of human rights; other universities
couldI oe gtided by such programmes and benefit by those experiences.
cttention is also called to the Ass2ociated Schools Project in Education
:or International Unerstanding and Co-operation, sp onsored by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.

Governments might also convene, or give encouragement to the
convening of, conferences among the radio and television broadcasting
services within their territories, inviting them to consider how their
facilities rmight nost usefully co-operate with other organizations
within the country, anu with international agencies, in advancing the
effort to educate the people to have greater respect for individual
r1 igts and funda ental freedoms.

The specialized agencies of the United Nations, especially the
United Nations rducational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and
tne international Labour Organisation, can make a particularly valuable
contribution towaras the intensification of the educational effort with
t.e co-operation of United Nations regional institutes, bearing in mind
Lconomic and Social Council resolution 958 D I Q(XVi) of 12 July 1963.
It is recomuended that they should be invited to do so.
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Resolution adopted by the

Commission on Human Rights

8 (X1II)

INTELNATIONAL YEAR FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

The Commission on Human Rights

Recommends that the Economic and Social Council adopt the following

draft resolution:

The Economic and Social Council,

Noting the report of the Commission on Human Rights on the 
International

Year for Human Rights,

Recommends the following araft resolution to the General assembly for

consiAeration at its twenty-first session:

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolutions 1961 (XVIII) and 2081 (XX) 
on the Internation-

al Year for human Rights,

1. approves tie further programme of measures and activities envisaged

for the United Nations, Member States, the specialized 
agencies, national

and other international organizations, which has been recommended by the

Commission on Human Rights and is set out in the annex to this resolution

(see b/Ch.4/905, chapter V);

2. Invites Member States and the specialized agencies, regional inter-

governmental organizations, and national and international organizations

concerned, to devote the year 1968 to intensified efforts and undertakings

in the field of human rights, incluling the measures set out in the above-

mentioned programme; and to keep the Secretary-General informed of their

plans and preparations;
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3. Invites the Secretary-General to make any necessary arrangements

to facilitate the co-operation of competent regional inter-governmental

organizations in observing 1968 as International Human Rights Year, as

provided in General Assembly resolution 2081 (XX);

4. llequests the Secretary-General to co-ordinate measures and

activities urdertaken by Member States, the United Nations, and.the

specialized agencies, regional organizations and national and international

organizations concerned, and in rarticuiar to collect and disseminate

at regular intervals information on cctivities contemplated or undertaken

by them in connexion with the International Year for Human Rights.



June 10, 1966

Dear Mr. Anbassador:

It is owing to my absence from :ashington
tht I ,ve del; ed r, lya to your k'Y - ttt r of

ty 26 orec rd ing nmrenet in 1 to i ou r Go at a .

convenient for you and the Cormutte : iooL

£oraru to meeting you then. ~icA r :r .~ yor
let r tht at ou v. 0 U
"on-tie-record" exechange of y e- o rw I .- E
agree th:t ti kintd of neetin. u1i be tor~t ,L-
iu.. il Iproboli - by

r.a car:; 1. Dit h, irector o th B,ik4
T' i lopcnt -rvice Dep rtcnt.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Wooda'i

. C>aaox ro Rajoll
Chair u i

t.o .t.au the Finances ol' the
UOrb-I laLtiona and the.

SpecJia 6Igencias
U..eta - al asi, N.Y.

c~c. Mr. Demnuth

F. Consolo/L.Perinibam/bmb
June 9, 196



June 2, 1966

Dear Sir:

I acknowledgef eceipt of your letter, reference SD 21/3(11)

LA 1966 of May 12 1966 addres-ed to Mr. loods inviting the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development to send a repre-

sentative to the international seminar on artheid to be he A in

Brasilia from August 23 to September 5, 296.

From the informaition note attached to your Jetter I understand

that the basic aim of the ceminar is to enable governments to share

ex-eriences and knowledge gained in .olving or attemoting to solve

problems of human rights and that it is particularly desired to have

the attendance at the seminar of persons directly involved in pro-

blem of a rtheid. Since the activities of the Bank do not bring

it in contact with problcm of human rights in general or nroblems

of aparthe,-d, the Bank could make no useful contribution to the

seminar. While appreciative of your invitation, the Bank will

therefore not send a representative.

Sincerely yours,

Federico Consolo
ecial' Representative

for
Unied Nations Organizations

Mr. Marc Schreiber
Director
Division of Human Rights
United Nations, N.Y.

cc: Mr. Broches
Mr. Wishart

CENTRAL FILES with incoming letter

PC/mar
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Mr. Richard H. Demth May 27, 1966

Federico Consolo

UN Ad Hoc Committee of 14 on Finances of UN family

1. Mr. Rapoport, Secretary of the Comittee, arranged for me to meet
this morning with Ambassador ajoli (Italy), the Committee Chairman.

2. Mr. Majoli, in outlining the scope and schedule of work of the
Committee, said that he greatly appreciated Mr. Woods' cooperative at-
titude notwithstanding the fact that it was clearly understood that the
Bank was excluded from the Committee's work. He said that the Commit-
tee's recent interviews in Geneva with the Specialized Agencies had
resulted in a "smoke screen" of documents and statements which made the
Committee's work in drawing conclusions very difficult. The purpose of
the Committee was definitely not one of cutting down Agency Budgets; in
fact the Committee realized that with increased economic development
an expansion of the Agencies' operations, and hence budgets, was in-
evitable. The Committee's principal work in studying the operation of
the Agencies was to assure itself that the best use of funds was made
and that there was adequate co-ordination and no undue overlapping.

3. It was following on these interviews, that the thought had been
first expressed by the Nigerian Delegate (Mr. B. Akporode Clark), and
supported by the U.S. Delegate (Mr. Philip M. Klutznick), of the great
advantage of having a talk with an independent personality, such as
Mr. Woods, who is deeoly involved in economic development and this was
the reason why Mr. Majoli had informally approached Mr. Woods through
Mr. Rapoport, Perinbam and myself. Mr. Majoli again stressed the point
that the Committee would in no way wish to examine or consider the
Bankls operations.

4. I told him that Mr. Woods was quite ready to talk to the Committee
in as informal a way as possibls and that it would be verl useful if
we were to know beforehand the sort of questions the Committee would be
asking Mr. Woods. I added that it would be very difficult for Mr. Woods
to have to answer questions which directly or indirectly implied any
critical evaluation of the other Agencies' programs. Ambassador Majoli
quite understood and said that what the Committee wanted was advice on
the needs of developing countries and the possibilities of these being
met and to what degree. He had read with particular interest Mr. Woodst
allusion to this problem in his address to the March 1966 ECOSOC session.

5. In view of our conversation, Mr. Majoli said that it would not be
necessary for him to come to Washington. He would write to Mr. Woods
along the general lines mentioned above, referring to our conversation
(with copy to me) and Mr. Woods would then be able to agree on a date at
which he would come to New York.

FC:mar
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I have riot seen the documents referred to
in the second paragraph of this letter.
Please advise me on the reply I should
send to this letter.

G. D. Woods
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NEW YORK

CABL APOREOS UNAOTI JNS NEWYORK AD+ EBErtLtnktAPWUa V

Fl 241 26 may 1966.

Dear Mr. Woods,

I had the pleasure of meeting today Mr. Consolo and explained

to him the interest which was expressed in the Ad Hoc Committee of

Experts to have an exchange of views with you.

You have no doubt seen the documents which were sent to you

through Mr. Consolo by the Secretary of the Committee: resolution

2049 (XX) of 13 December 1965 establishing the Committee, document

a/AC.124/R.17 containing a letter to the specialized agencies with

a list of questions, and document A/AC.124/R.4) indicating points

on which special attention might be focused by the Committee.

It is, of course, not within the terms of reference of the Ad

Hoc Committee to examine the operations and the programmes of the

International Bank for econstruction and Development and of the

International Development Association. On the other hand, the

Committee is aware of the fact that the United Nations and the

specialized agencies have closely co-operated with these institu-

tions for many years and the members are therefore most interested

to hear your views on matters of common concern, such as long-term

planning, co-ordination, etc.

Mr. George D. hoods, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433.
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The Ad Hoc Comaittee would, therefore, greatly appreciate it if

it were possible to meet with you in New York in order for its members

to benefit from your advice and hear any suggestion which you believe

could be useful to the Committee when drafting its recommendations to

the General Assembly.

I hope that upon your return from abroad, it will be possible to

make arrangements to schedule a meeting with you. I am looking forward

to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

Mario Majoli
Ambassador

Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee of

Experts to axamine the Finances of the
United Nations and the
Specialized Agencies
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SO 216/3(11) LA 1966 12 May 1966

Dear Sir,

The United Nations, in co-operation with the Government of Brazil,

is organizing an international seminar on apartheid to be held in Brasilia

from 23 August to 5 September 1966. The seminar is being arranged under

the programme of advisory services in the field of human rights, established

by the General Assembly in resolution 926 (X). I attach three copies of

an information note concerning the seminar; the agenda will be found in

the annex to this note. As you wil see from it, the agenda of the

seminar and the arrangeients for participation thereat were agreed upon

by the Commission on BHrn Rights and the Special Committee on the Policies

of Apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa. Both the

Commission and the 2pecial Cornmittee have emphasized the desirability of

the participation in the sernar by specialized agencies.

I have -the honour, on behalf of the Secretary-General, to invite

you to send a representative to the seminar. Your Organization would be

expected to bear the cost of such representation.

The President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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If your Organization wishes to submit a paper for this seminar,

this paper should be received by 30 June 1966 in order for it to be

reproduced in time for the seminar, As with other documentation for the

seminar, the paper will be reproduced in the language in which it is

received. You may therefore wish to provide translations of it so as to

ensure its widest possible distribution. I would appreciate receiving

as soon as posileI any indcatin which -ou y wish to give covering

the subject matter of su naper.

Yours sincere'-ly,

Dire ccr
Divsn of Hmr Fights
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INFORMATION NOTE

ON

UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS SEMINAR

ON APARTHEID

BRASILIA, BRAZIL

23 Au;ust - 5 September 1966

Organized by the United Nations with the
co-operation of the Government of Brazil
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I. BACKGRCUND AND PURPOSE OF THE SilNAR

1. Under the programme of advisory services in the field of human rights,

established by the General nssembly in resolution 926 (X), the United Nations

provides, at the request of Governments, for services of experts, awards of

fellowships, and for the organization of seminars. The basic aim of the

programme is to enable Governments to share experiences and knowledge gained

in solving or attempting to solve problems of human rights. One of the

principal methods used in carrying out this programme has been the organization

of seminars. These seminars provide Governments with an opportunity to

exchange ideas and experiences by bringing together key people for short

periods of time to stimulate their thinking and, through their leadership,

to encourage greater awareness in matters relating to human rights and

fundamental freedoms.

2. At its twentieth session, the General Assembly in resolution 2060 (XX),
requested the Secretary-General to organize in 1966, in consultation with

the Special Committee on the Policies of Apartheid of the Government of the

Republic of South Africa and the Commission on Human Rights, an international

seminar on apartheid under the advisory services programme mentioned above.

3. The Government of Brazil has invited the Secretary-General to organize

this seminar in Brasilia. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 2060

(XX), the arrangements regarding participation in the seminar and its agenda set
note

forth in this information / were agreed upon by the Commission on Human Rights

and the Special Committee on the Folicies of Apartheid, in consultation with

the Government of trazil.

II, DATE AND PACE

4. The seminar will be held from 23 August to 5 September 1966 in Brasilia.
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III. PARTICIPANTS

5. The Governments of the following countries are being invited to send

participants to the seminar : Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile,

Costa Rica, Dahomey, Denmark, France, Guinea, Hungary, India, Iraq, Italy,

Jamaica, Japan, alaysia, hexico, Netherlands, Nigeria, Philippines, Poland,

Republic of South Africa, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United

Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United

Republic of Tanzania, United States of America and Zambia. Each Government

is being invited to nominate one candidate to participate in the seminar, and

in addition, to nominate up to three alternate participants. If an invited

Government does not nominate a participant, the Secretary-General will, in

consultation with the Chairman of the Special Committee on the l olicies of

Aartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa and with the

Chairman of the Commission on Human Rights or, in their absence, in consultation

with alternates nominated by them, invite an alternate Government.

6. The following seven experts on apartheid are also being invited

the Reverend Canon L. John Collins, Nr. P.K. Leballo, Professor Z.K. Matthews,
hr. Alan Paton, Professor Leslie Rubin, Mr. Ronald Segal and Mr. Oliver Tambo.

7. Specialized agencies are being invited to send representatives.

8. Invitations are also being extended to the Organization of African Unity,
the Organization of American States, the Council of Europe and the Arab League

to send representatives.

9. Non-governmental organizations in consultative status with the Economic

and Social Council, whose purposes and programmes are closely connected with

the subject matter of the seminar, are being invited to send observers.

10. Attention is drawn to the following recommendation of the Cormission

on Human Rights and the Special Committee on the Policies of Apatheid :

"Special effort should be made to ensure the participation in the seminar of

non-governmental groups, especially of trade unions, legal societies, churches,
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teachers, students, etc., and of anti-apartheid and other movements and

individuals particularly concerned with racial discrimination and the problem

of racism. This shall be drawn to the attention of Governments invited to

nominate participants and alternates, specialized agencies invited to send

representatives, and non-governmental organizations in consultative status

with the Economic and Social Council invited to send observers. These

invitations should also emphasize the desirability of the attendance at the

seminar of persons directly involved with problems of apartheid."

IV. TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

11. The agenda for the s eminar is set forth in the attached annex.

V. DOCUMENTATION

12. Background papers will be circulated by the Division of Hunan Rights;

in addition, participants and experts will be invited to submit papers

dealing with the subject natter of the seminar from their own points of view.

VI. LANGUAGES

13. The seminar will be conducted in English, French, Russian and Spanish,
and arrangements will be made for interpretation into and from these languages.

The background papers referred to above will be issued in these languages.

The other papers prepared by the participants and experts will be reproduced

in the language in which they are written.

VII. ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

14. The United Nations is prepared to assume responsibility for the round-

trip travel by air economy class to Brasilia of one participant from each

country whose Government has been invited and of the seven experts named in

para. 6 above, and for an appropriate subsistence allowance. Then participants

and experts will be notified by the United Nations of the arrangements for
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travel to and hotel accommodation in rrasilia. Governments will be expected

to bear the travel and subsistenlce cost of any alternates they may designate,

and to make the necessary arrangements for them.

15. The United ilations does not bear the travel and sabsistence costs,

obtain visas, make hotel reservations or other arrangements for persons

other than those mentioned in paragraph 14 above.
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A U IN E X

~nd~a

1. Examination of aartheid.

2. Effects of arhe id on international relations, such as the
danger of race conflict and threat to peace and security.

3. Measures to be taken for the elimination of agartheid and the
achievement of a society free from racial discrimination

(a) National measures;

(b) International measures

(i) by Governments,

(ii) by inter-governmental organizations,

(iii) by non-goverrental organizations and groups.

4. Measures to promote public awareness of the dangers of apartheid
and to promote support for United :ations action in this matter.



May 6, 1966

Sir:

Attention: Secretary, Econonic and
Social Council

Pursuant to Article X, Section 3 of the Agreement

between the United Nations and the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, I enclose herewith two

copies of the Financial Statemnts of the Bank as of

March 31, 1966.

Sincerely yours,

Lyell Doucet
Assistant to the Secretary

Enclosures (2)

U Thant
Secretary 3eneral of the United Nations
United Nations, New York, N. Y.

LD;salb



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Kessrs. Andre M. Kamarck DATE: April 26, 1966

Lionel J.C. Evans
FROM: Lewis Perinb

SUBJECT: Study on ut iateral Food Aid

Mr. Consolo, who is at present in London, has asked me to send
you the attached draft outline which has been prepared by the U.N.
Secretariat in response to a Resolution passed at the last General
Assembly. The Resolution requested the Secretary-General of the U.N.,
in co-oTeration with FAQ and in consultation with other interested
international agencies, including the Bank, Fund, GATT, UNCTAD, the
UNDP and the 'World Food Program, to undertake a study of the kind
outlined in the attached draft. I understand that FAO wil] consider
this outline when its Committee on Commodity Problems meets in late
May or early June.

The U.N. would welcome our comments on the attached draft.
Mr. Consolo would aporeciate it if any comments that you may wish to
make are sent to him by May 9 when he returns to Washington.

cc: Mr. Consolo
Mr. Hoffman
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Messrs. Consolo and nban February 21, 1966

Richard H. Demuth

I have entered into an agreenent with Mr. Wishart under which
letters from U.N. bodies addressed to Mr. Woods will be sent to ne
without any notation on the routing slip asking me to coordinate with
other departments and to send a copy of our reply to the President's
Office. This agreement is predicated on the understanding that we
will in fact coordinate with other departments and send a copy of our
reply to the President's Office, which will continue to maintain
records of this type of correspondence. It will normally also be
left to our judgment as to whether the reply should be signed by the
President or by some member of this department.

RHD:tf



February 10, 1966

Dear John:

Attached you will find three copies of a draft report of the

meeting of the U.N. - Bant/IDA Liaison Committee held in Washington

on January 21. 1 apologize for the delay in sending it to you.

I should appreciate it if you would have this draft cleared

by your colleagues and I hope you will feel free to make any changes

that you consider desirable.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Lewis Perinbam
Liaison Officer

Development Services Department

Mr. John Guiness
Special Assistant to the
Deputy Under-Secretary
Department of Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations, N.Y.

cc: Mr. Conso o

LPmar



Mr. Richard H. Demuth February 7, 1966

Federico Consolo

UN/Bank Liaison Committee - Minutes of Meetings

1. John Guinness ( of Mr. de Seynest secretariat) told me that the
UN felt much tine was spent in the clearance of agreed detailed minutes
of the UN/Bank Liaison Committee meetings. He suggested that in future
the record should simply list the principal items discussed without
going into details. The UN anyhow (as we do) make an internal detailed

report.

2. I did not comment his suggestion, but said I would pass it on to
you.

3. While I sympathize (in theory) with this suggestion, I fear the
possible dangers of misunderstandings or misrepresentations. I would
appreciate your reaction.

cc: Mr. Perinbam

FC:mar



To: FILES February 3, 1966

From: Lewis Perinbam

Subject: Meeting of United Nations -- Bank/IDA Liaison Committee
held on January 21, 1966 at the World Bank, Washington, D.C.

Attendance

From the U.N.

Department of Economic and Social Affairs

Messrs. Philippe de Seynes, Under-Secretary for ESA
I. H. Abdel-Rahman, Commissioner for Industrial

Development
W. R. Leonard, Deputy Commissioner for

Technical Assistance and
Director of BTAG

Arthur Coldschmidt, Director for Special Fund
Operations

Karl E. Lachmann, Chief, Fiscal and Financial
Branch, Centre for Industrial
Development

John Guinness, Special Assistant to the
Deputy Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs

U.N. Development Programme (UNDP)

Messrs. Roberto Heurtematte, Associate Administrator
Clinton Rehling, Assistant to the Administrator

From the Bank

Messrs. George D. Woods
Richard H. Demuth
Michael L. Hoffman
Federico Consolo
Lewis Perinbam

Mr. Woods was in the chair for the morning session of the meeting,
and Mr. Demuth chaired the afternoon session.
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I. Review of Policy Developments and Operational Matters in the World
Bank Group

In reviewing recent developments in the Bank Group Mr. Woods
referred, in particular, to the following:

(i) increased Bank/IDA emphasis on education and agriculture;
fertiliser initiative;

(ii) priority accorded to Consultative Groups;
(iii) resident African missions in Abidjan and Nairobi and the

creation of the Agricultural Development Service;
(iv) Bank/IDA/IFC financial operations, and Bank borrowing

plans and prospects;
(v) IDA replenishment;
(vi) signatories to SID Convention;
(vii) Bank studies on Supplementary Financing (completed);

Suppliers' Credit (in process) and Coffee (with FAO and
ICO);

(viii) engineering loans;
(ix) sector and feasibility studies to be placed on reimburs-

able basis;'
(x) expansion in Bank staff.

II. Review of Major Policy and Operational Developments in the U.N.

1. Institutional Developments

Mr. de Seynes reported that major institutional developments had
taken place and that the functional decentralization, which began with
the establishment of UNCTAD, had continued with the creation of the
United Nations Organization for Industrial Development (UNOID). Both
shared some similarities in that they were not specialized agencies, but
enjoyed a wide measure of autonomy, and derived their budgets from the
U.N. The creation of these two bodies was significant since they placed
ECOSOC in its original perspective as a broadly based organ with res-
ponsibility for the coordination of all economic and social activities
of the U.N. System.

With regard to the Development Decade, efforts were being made to
come to grips with growth targets and objectives, to review de'Velopment
problems and to improve the evaluation of needs of the developing coun-
tries. One step in this direction was the Committee of Planners (which
had been recommended by the 1964 Summer ECOSOC Session and approved by
the 20th Session of the General Assembly) to tackle the problems of
targets, objectives and needs. In this connection Mr. de Seynes also
referred to the World Food Program and the General Assembly's Resolution
which recommended a major study by the U.N. on how food aid might be
related to the economic needs of the world community, taking into ac-
count the counter productive effects of such aid. He added that this
resolution provided for consultation with the Bank in this matter.
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2. Operational Activities

A. World Food Program

Mr. de Seynes reported that $208 million had been pledged, on a
matching basis, for the next three year period 1966-68, compared with

$100 million for the previous three year period. The program is now

on a continuing basis and the next pledging conference will be convened

in 1967. A study has been undertaken of the experimental program ap-

proach to food aid in Jamaica with a view to its possible application

elsewhere, since many developing countries favored a program approach.

This report will be made available to the Bank.

Mr. de Seynes added that there were indications that the U.S. may

multilateralize a larger part of the U.S. Food Aid Program.

Mr. Hoffman inquired about the relationship between the World Food

Study and the FAO Indicative Plan. In his reply Mr. de Seynes stated

that the FAO study was a very long range project and highly technical.

It apparently was launched partly in response to the Argentine 
Govern-

mentIs view that food aid should be in the form of cash to purchase

food. But there is also a feeling amcng governments that food

policies could not be determined by ministries of agriculture alone.

He added that the U.N. would try to avoid duplication in carrying out
its study which was separate from the FAO proposal.

B. Asian Development Bank

Mr. de Seynes stated that $953 million had been subscribed and

that some smaller contributions were awaited. An inter-governmental

committee is meeting to do the preparatory work. He indicated that

the Bank Group would be approached for the kind of help that was

provided for the African Development Bank, namely advisory services

and training facilities.

C. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Referring to the merger of the U.N. Special Fund and the Expanded

Program of Technical Assistance into the UNDP, Mr. de Seynes stated that

the new Governing Council of the UNDP had taken over the former

functions of the Special Fund Governing Council and the Technical As-

sistance Committee. The TAC had been the more parliamentary body with

broader geographical representation. These features of TAC had been

incorporated in the Governing Council of the UNDP which had thus become

a more parliamentary body. Consequently, this transformation called

for a transitional period for adjustments between the Governing Council

and the management of the UNDP.



Mr. de Seynes added that the U.N. would also have to study the
question of the establishment of a capital development fund as requested
by the General Assembly and ho! it might be linked to the preinvestment
activities of the UNDP.

Mr. Demuth asked whether the UNDP would be given funds for capital
development or whether its institutional character would be changed to
accommodate new responsibilities in this regard. Mr. de Seynes replied
that funds for industrial development had been pledged on a voluntary
basis from a variety of sources, but without a clear indication as to how
they should be used. The concept of preinvestment could be widened but
there were no fixed views on this subject. The real question he thought,
was whether the UNDP could take initiatives in the investment field. The
U.N. was under pressure to make certain proposals and would ask govern-
ments if they would put up funds for investment purposes. He added that
Mr. Beheiry, the President of the African Development Bank, had already
expressed an interest in joint ADB ventures with the UNDP.

Mr. Heurtematte noted that the work undertaken in the preinvestment
field had led to a widening of the activities as originally conceived.
The Secretariat anticipated a continuation of this trend.

Mr. Abdel-Rahman added that there had been dissatisfaction,
especially among the developing countries, that manufacturing industries
had not received as much support as had been anticipated, especially in
the EFTA. Moreover, Special Fund projects in the manufacturing sector
had also fallen below the expectations of some of the developing coun-
tries. Hence, changes were being pressed for. As a result, $5.1 million
had been designated for special industrial services, to be used mainly
but not exclusively- for technical services which could include some engine-
ering project costs. This would mean that UNOID would be more like a
development bank, carrying out its work on a confidential basis, rather
than following the old Special Fund/EPTA procedures.

Mr. Abdel-Rabman thought that the mian issue was not between invest-
ment and pre-investment, but the timing of the financial decision. The
role of the UNOID would be to promote activities that would lead to
financing.

Mr. Demuth asked about the distribution of EPTA activities in the
industrial field between private and public sectors respectively. Mr.
Goldschmidt replied that approximately 90 per cent had been in the private
sector during the last 15 years.
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Mr. Demuth inquired about the distribution of responsibilities
in the UNDP. In his reply, Mr. Heurtematte indicated that the basic
arrangements would continue very much as before. The main changes
would be in respect of the EPTA sector, which is in a transitional
period, and which would ultimately come under the Bureau of Operations
and Programming. The resident representatives would report to the
Bureau of Administrative Management and Budget on administrative and
personnel matters, and to the Bureau of Operations and Programming on
operational questions. Moreover, the Special Fund had been organized
on a functional basis whereas EPTA had operated on a geographical basis
He thought that a properly integrated operation could be expected by
1969.

D. United Nations Organization for Industrial Development (UNOID)

Mr. Abdel-Rahman stated that the Fortieth Session of ECOSOC, which
will meet in New York on February 23, 1966 would give preliminary con-
sideration to the General Assembly's resolutions regarding the estab-
lishment of UNOID. It will be followed, on March 28, by a meeting of
the 36-member Ad Hoc Preparatory Committee which will:draft the admin-
istrative arrangements and operating procedures for UNOID for present-
ation to the Committee on Industrial Development which will meet in
New York on April 26; these recommendations will then be considered by
the next session of ECOSOC in July, and submitted for approval to the
Twenty-First Session of the General Assembly in September 1966.

Finally, Mr. Abdel-Rahman stated that a series of regional symposia
on industrial development would be held as follows:

ECA Region: January 27 to February 10, 1966 in Cairo

ECLA Region: March 14 to 25, 1966 in Santiago

Arab States of the Middle East: March 1 to 10, 1966 in Kuwait

He added that a meeting for the ECAFE Region had been held in Manila
from December 6 to 20, 1965.

III. Consultative Groups

During the afternoon session, Mr. Hoffman made a presentation about
the Consultative Groups in order to familiarize the U.N. with the Bank's
activities and plans in this regard.

IV. Date and Place of Next Meeting

It was agreed to settle the date and place of the next meeting by
consultation.
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Mr. Woods January 18, 1966

Richard H. Demuth

Your Statement to UN/IgRD Liaison Conmittee on January 21

I

This note is to suggest some points you may wish to cover on Friday
morning when you review recent developments within the Bank Group for the
benefit of our visitors from the U.N. and U.N.D.P.

1. Level of Bank/IDA lending.

2. Additional enphasis on agriculture and educaticn. Fertilizer

initiative.

3. Consultative Groups (to be discus sed in detail in afternoon

by Mike Hoffoan).

. Resident African !isions, including Agricultural Development

Servi ce.

5. Proposed Banf credit to IFO and exrpected effect on IFC opera-
tiens. IFC now serving :s ins tri tro of Lank Group - for

loans and technical assistance as ell as IF"' s own invest-

ments.

6. a borrowing rospects.

7. IDA replenishment.

3. Sector and -ability studis to be put on reimbursable basis.

9. Signature of SID Convention (31 countries) and beginning of
discussions on investnent guarantee scheme.

10. Bar~k sudies: Supplementary Financing (completed); Suppliers'
Credits (in process); Coffee Study (with 100 and FAC).

cc: Mr. Consolo

RHDitf



Mr. Richard H. Demuth January 12, 1966

Lewis PerinbamV

UN - Bank/IDA Liaison Committee

Mr. Consolo telephoned from New York this morning to say that
the U.N. will be represented at the proposed meeting of the UN - Bank/IDA
Liaison Committee on January 21, 1966, by Measrs: de Seynes, Abdel-
Rahman, Leonard, Goldschmidt, Lachmaann, Guinness.

The U.N. Development Programme will be represented by Mesrst
Hoffman, Owen, Heurtematte, and Rehling.

LP:mar
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Mr. M. M. Mendels January 7, 1965

Federico Consolo

Bank/UN Liaison Meeting

This note is to confirm our understanding that conference

Room 1036 will be made available for the whole of Friday January 21

for the meeting of the Bank/UN Liaison Committee. No translation

will be required, though we will need "amplification".

FMCmar
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FROM: The Secretary January 7, 1966

UNITED NATIONS GTTERAL ASSEBLY (XXth SESSION)

Attached for the information of the Executive Directors is

a report on the Twentieth Session of the United Nations General

Assembly, New York. held on September 21-December 21, 1965, pre-

pared by the Bank's representatives at the Session.

Distribution-

Executive Lirectors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Department Heads (Bank and IFC)



REPORT ON THE TWENTIETH SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEEI3LY

I. Introduction

The Twentieth Session of the United Nations General Assembly was
held in New York from September 21 to December 21, 1965. This report
summarizes the actions taken by the General Assembly on economic and
financial matters of interest to the Bank. Copies of the resolutions
referred to herein may be obtained through the Office of the Special
Representative for the United Nations Organization (Rm. 839; ext. 3641).

II. Actions Taken by the General Assembly

After consideration of these matters by the Second Committee,
which deals with economic and financial questions, the following actions
were taken by the General Assembly:

(1) Adoption of the report of the 39th session of the UN Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOC). The report contained three res-
olutions urging an intensification of UN activities in regard
to:

(a) the application of science and technology to development;
(b) the development and utilization of human resources; and
(c) the UN Development Decade.

(2) Adoption of the annual report for 1965 of the Trade and Devel-
opment Board of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD). The report, in addition to recommending
the selection of Geneva as the location of the Secretariat,
contained two resolutions: One resolution inter alia invites
the Trade and Development Board to give urgent attention to
the problems of trade in primary commodities, calls upon govern-
ments to implement UNGTAD resolutions that are applicable to
them, invites the specialized agencies "to take into account"
the UNCTAD resolutions that fall within their respective terms
of reference, and provides for the second session of UNCTAD to
be convened in the first part of 1967, preferably in a devel-
oping country. The second resolution urges governments to sign
the Convention on Tranit Trade of Land-locked States.

(3) Apnroval of the merger of the United Nations Special Fund and
the Expanded Program of Technical Assistance to form a new
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The UNDP is
designed to insure greater operational efficiency and to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort. However, the special
features and operations of the two constituent programs, as
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well as their two separate funds, will be maintained, and the con-
tributions to the two programs will be kept separate. An inter-
governmental committee of 37 members will serve as the Governing
Council of the UNDP, and an Inter-Agency Consultative Board will
replace the former Technical Assistance Board and the Consultative
Board of the Special Fund. (The President of the Bank was a member
of the Special Fund Consultative Board and will be a member of the
now Inter-Agency Consultative Board.)

(t) Adoption of a resolution recommending that further efforts be made
towards the creation of a UEN. Capital Development Fnd. The
resolution inter alia sets up a Committee on a United Nations
Capital Development Fund which should "make new efforts with a view
to reaching a large measure of agreement" on draft legislation for
the Fund, taking into account the proposal for a gradual transform-
ation of the UNDP into a Capital Development Fund.

(5) Establishment of a United Nations Organization for Industrial
Development (UNOID) to assist the developing countries to promote
and accelerate their industrial development. The new entity will
be a quasi-independent body within the framework of the United
Nations, but not a full-fledgod specialized agency. The adminis-
trative and research costs of U.N.O.I.D. will be included in the
U.N. regular budget; its operational activities will be financed
by voluntary contributions from member states and the specialized
agencies as well as through t}e United Nations Development Pro-
gramme. An ad hoc committeed of 32 members, drawn from the member
states of the UN and the specialized agencies, has been appointed
by the President of the General Assembly to define the terms of
reference and work out the operating procedures of the new organ-
ization. When UNOID comes into existence in about a year, it will
absorb the present U.N. Centre for Industrial Development.

The creation of UNOID was urged by the developing countries who
pressed for a new specialized agency for industrial development.
On the other hand the developed countries, for the most part, were
opposed to the creation of a new specialized agency at this time

1] Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chad, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany',
Guinea, India, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Libya, Mexico, Netherlands,
Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Spain, Sudan, Sweden,
Tanzania, Thailand, Tunisia, Uganda, U.K., U.S.A., U.S.S.R.,
Yugoslavia.
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and favored, instead, a substantial expansion in the activities
of the Centre for Industrial Development. The agreement to estab-
lish UNOID was a compromise in that, while it will be a quasi-
independent agency, most of its funds will be provided on the
basis of voluntary contributions rather than assessments.

(6) Adoption of two resolutions on the flow of capital to the dev-
eloping countries: one requests governments to give serious
consideration to the measures recommsended by UNCTAD for the pro-
motion of private investment in the developing countries; the
second reiterates the need to accelerate the flow of capital to
the developing countries and to insure more efficiency in aid

programs, and urges UN bodies and financial institutions to im-
plement the UNCTAD recommendations relating to servicing the
external debt of the developing countries.

(7) Extension of the UN/FAO World Food Program on a continuing basis
but subject to a periodic review; and a request that the U.N.
undertake, in consultation with the specialized agenciesl/, a
program of studies on multilateral food aid. A target of $275
million was set for the WFP for the period 1966-68.

(8) Request to the Secretary General of the United Nations to
continue studies on the review and reappraisal of the work of
ECOSOC.

III. General Assembly Second Committee

Apart from considering specific draft resolutions proposed by
the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), one of the main functions
of the Second Committee (which is a Committee of the Whole) is to have
a general review of, and debate on, world economic problems. Some 70
countries participated in this review and debate which consisted, in
large part, of a repetition of statements made at ECOSOC and at ses-
sions of the Trade and Development Board.

In general the developing countries;

(1) Expressed disappointment at (a) the lack of progress made by
UNCTAD; (b) the slowing up in the flow of capital to the developing

1/ The Bank is specifically mentioned.
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countries; (c) the slow progress in economic development during
the first half of the Development Decade; and (d) the limitations
which existing loan terms and fluctuating world commodity prices
placed on their development efforts;

(2) Strongly supported the merger of the UN Special Fund and the
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance to form the new UIN
Development Programme, as well as the establishment of a U.N.
Capital Development Find;

(3) Urged the establishment without delay of a new specialized agency
for industrial development;

(4) Welcomed the proposed review and reappraisal of the functions of
ECOSOC.

The developed countries:

(1) Recognized that economic progress had been unsatisfactory and
that there had been a leveling off in the flow of long-term
capital to the developing countries. The U.K. hoped that the
Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes would help
to increase the flow of capital;

(2) Supported the merger of the Special Find and the EPTA and the
establishment of the UN Development Program;

(3) Favored a substantial expansion in the activities of the Centre
for Industrial Development, but expressed their opposition to a
new specialized agency for industrial development;

(4) Stressed the need for UNCTAD to focus attention on substantive
rather than on procedural questions, and to concentrate on areas
in which UNCTAD might be capable of making a positive contri-
bution;

(5) Welcomed the proposed review and reappraisal of the functions
of ECOSOC;

(6) Referred to the seriousness of the population question and the
recommendations of the UN Population Conference held in Belgrade
in September 1965.

The Soviet Bloc countries:
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(1) Spoke at length about their own economic growth;

(2) Stressed the importance of industrialization in the development

process;

(3) Advocated improved terms of trade for the developing countries;

(4) Deplored the rates of interest on IBRD loans;

(5) Reiterated their support for a UN Capital Development Fund, rather
than the proposed merger of the Special Fund and EPTA to form the
UN Development Programme.

IV. Deferred Items

Because of lack of time, the General Assembly decided to defer
consideration of the following questions to its twenty-first session:

(1) Decentralization of the economic and social activities of the UN;

(2) Permanent sovereignty over natural resources;

(3) Population growth and economic development;

(4) General review of the programs and activities in the economic,
social, technical cooperation and related fields of the UN and
all the organs of the UN System.

Development Services Department
January 4, 1966



Mr. George D. Woode t January 7, 1966

Richard H. Demuth

UN/Bank/IDA Eiaison o anttee Meeting

The UN/Bank/IDA Liaison Committee is meeting at the Bank on
Friday, January 21 at 10 a.m. (Room 1033) for an all-day session.
Amongst the UN representatives (about 12 as a maximum) will be
Messrs. de -eynes, Hoffman, wen, Andel-l'man, eurtematte and
Hill. I hop.e you can open the meeting and give our guests an
informal review of recent policy developments in the Bank Group.

After this, 6r. de Seynes, who is Chairman of the Committee,
would pass to the regular Agenda which is, as usual, being worked
out by Mr. Consolo and Mr. Hill of the UN. This would occupy the
morning until around 1 p.m.

There would then be a lunch in the Executive Dining aooia which
you have, some time ago, agreed to host. Ihis would be organized
alcng the lines of the similar lunch in February 196 which was
greatly appreciated by our UN friends. In addition to the UN
representatives, I suggest that the following officers and members
of the staff be invited (if they are available): Messrs. Knap,
ilson, Rosen, Broches, Friedman, Kamarck, Avramonvic, Cope, Cargil],

Stevenson, El Enary Alter, Graves, Chadene, Adler, Hoffman, Conoolo,
Perintai and mysel.

*e have suggested to Mr. de Seynes, as last year, that the
afternoon be devoted to the presentation of - couple of examples of
Bank operations in depth. Mr. de Seynes, whom Mr. Consolo consulted,
said that last year's presentations (Thailand, Africa and Projects)
were extremely interesting and useful.

Mr. Consolo has consulted with the department heads who have
agreed to make the following presentations personally:

(a) Latin America - Mr. Aiter
(b) Consultative Groups - Mr. Hoffman

The meeting would close around 4/4.30 p.m.

Is this proposed schedule acceptable to you? If so, I will ask
Mr. Consolo to make all the necessary arrangements.

cc: Mr. Consolo
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